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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation was to apply a proposed 

classification system based on six categorical divisions of a seven 

circle pattern to the concept, administration. Its applicability was 

measured by comparison of this classification system with that of the 

Dewey Decimal Classification System (DDC) concerning administration. 

The proposed system might prove more efficient in locating terms in 

this subject-field. For the purpose of the study, administration was 

viewed as a process for the accomplishment of goals. 

Six generic terms proposed by the researcher form the structure 

of a proposed septimal classification system which was applied to the 

administrative process. These generic terms were used; 1) permanence, 

2) change, 3) value, 4) interrelationships, 5) structure, and 6) appli

cation. This structure provides a different sequence and order from the 

various designs of this concept as proposed by scholars of administration, 

from Fayol through Getzels and Halpin. The researcher selected six 

generic facets to categorize terms in administration which were cited as 

sub-processes of the administrative process. 

The generic categories used to categorize the major sub-processes 

of administration represent those derived from the cultural scope, 

knowledge and experience of the researcher; these generic categories 

could form the divisions of any single concept. They were projected to 

divide administration, but together represented a complete administrative 
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process from goals to their achievement, and conveyed an understanding 

of the concept of administration. The proposed Septimal Classification 

System was applied by categorizing terms used to describe this process 

by selected authors. 

A comparative test of the preoposed Septimal Classification 

System with the DDC was made; also, the terms used by authorities in 

the field to divide their subject matter were subjected to narrative 

analysis. An attempt was made to show the completeness of the concept 

of administration from its associative elements. In this analysis, the 

terms and content were developed from a review of authors on adminis

tration and were compared with those developed in the proposed classi

fication system. 

A comparison of classification systems was made (with the DDC) 

by differential criteria. Each classification system categorized ideas 

in administration; the categories of the Septimal system provided a 

guide or structure for, and unified the process of administration for 

the student or practitioner in a way that was found lacking in the DDC. 

The results of the comparison were not conclusive. Whether the proposed 

system would improve the book classification of the DDC could not be 

determined by this study. 

This study showed the ideas within the concept, administration, 

could be classified into a meaningful process containing the terms of 

selected authors in the field in different categories. Its ease of use, 

however, was largely dependent on the selection and allocation by the 

user of the generic categories, proposed in the study. This led to the 
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conclusion that the application of the Septimal Classification System, 

if perfected by other users in the field, could lead to an ordered view 

of the concept, administration, which would encompass the various cited 

approaches explaining this subject-field. 

Continued application of the Septimal classification and its 

generic categories as a structural model to classify subjects in other 

subject areas, could facilitate an understanding of any subject-field. 

The student of administration in fields other than education could 

discover new relationships by. application of the Septimal Classification 

System. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM 

Introduction 

The graduate student in educational administration finds that 

the subject matter which relates to the field is voluminous and complex. 

Many new disciplines such as anthropology and linguistics now furnish 

important information related to administration. Further, knowledge in 

this field continues to expand at an exponential rate. The student 

finds that existing systems for classification of this new information 

are limited in their capacity to handle its volxime, and relate the many 

ideas inefficiently for their retrieval and categorization. This situa

tion in the subject matter of administration is reflected in many fields 

where man's concepts in the past two centuries have multiplied in number 

while increasing in complexity. The effects of new practices and the 

constant change of society in many of our cultures throughout this his

torical period is reflected in changing approaches to the administrative 

process. 

While administration is a generic term, it is also conceived as 

a process for the accomplishment of man's goals. Different fields such 

as those of education and government have developed the process of admin

istration in distinct ways. However, there is no clear definition of the 

term administration that can be applied to the various fields in which 
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it is used. The term public administration, which is a major category 

in the Dewey Decimal System of classification, describes administration 

in the field of government. On the other hand, educational administra

tion has developed early in a completely different organizational setting 

than that in which public administration is normally found. While the 

concept of the administrator's position and function is similar in dif

ferent fields, there has been little unity among the authors as to the 

component processes which comprise administration. 

Comparing various authors on administration, Knezevich (1962, 

pp. 42-43) has demonstrated that certain functions of the administrator 

fall into a limited number of categories. These authors named from 

five to seven functions of the administrative process (Table 1). While 

some of these terms are similar in name and sequence, Knezevich (1962) 

found little agreement among these various authors on the composition 

of the processes comprising the entire process of administration. This 

lack of agreement among scholars and practitioners of administration 

provides no basic underlying structure for the subject; some relate to 

the functions of management, others to elements of administration. The 

problem of classifying new ideas in administration is made more compli

cated by this lack of structure of the subject. 

This study proposes a different classification system (to be 

known as the Septimal Classification System), and applying it to the 

term, administration, assesses its effectiveness in classifying subjects 

within the sub-processes of administration. The proposed classification 

system is derived from the projection of six generic terms on each level 

and division of knowledge. 



Table 1. Chart of Functions of the Administrator. 

Fayol Gulick and 
Urwick 

AASA Gregg Campbell 
et al. 

1. Planning 1. Planning 1. Planning 1. Decision 1. Decision 
making making 

2. Organizing 2. Organizing 2. Allocating 2. Planning 2. Programming 
Resources 

3. Commanding 3. Staffing 3. Stimulating 3. Organizing 3. Stimulating 

4. Coordinating 4. Directing 4, Coordinating 4. Communicating 4. Coordinating 

5. Controlling 5. Coordinating 5. Evaluating 5. Influencing 5. Appraising 

6. Reporting 6. Coordinating 

7. Budgeting 7. Evaluating 

Each author has named certain functions of the administrator which for him represent the total 
process of administration, some listing 5, others 7, of these functions. While there is dif
ference in the names, there is similarity in the sequence and their explanation of the various 
functions. The term "POSDCORB", taken from Gulick and Urwick (1937), is mentioned by various 

authors as a mnemonic device for their functions, as it represents the first letter of each of 
them and the order of the administrative process (Knezevich 1962, pp. 42-43). 

OJ 
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This relationship is shown in Figure 1 where generic categories 

are assigned in a certain sequence to seven circles representing parts of 

a pattern. This pattern visually indicates the interrelationships be

tween its various parts which would serve to relate separate ideas within 

the general concept (Figure 1). This would provide a different struc

tural approach to classification than the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 

system and other logical or systematic approaches to the classification 

of ideas in administration. In this study the proposed system will be 

applied in an attempt to categorize the sub-processes of a general con

cept, administration, into six major divisions. These divisions would 

be named as major categories which together comprise the whole concept, 

administration. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether application of 

a proposed classification system, based on a seven circle pattern, can 

provide a categorization of ideas in administration more efficiently 

than the Dewey Decimal Classification system. 

Significance of the Study 

Application of a specific pattern in a proposed classification 

system could simplify the categorization of ideas in administration. 

The categories of administration cited by authors in the field are 

diverse and of varying emphasis. While many authors have attempted to 

bring unity to the subject-field of administration, there is no agree

ment on its elements or sub-processes as a total concept. 



Generic 
Categories 

General 
Concept 

Generic 

Categories 

* A generalization of generic categories 

Figure 1. Seven Circle Pattern. 
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The simplicity, consistency and structure of a pattern are 

attributes which would contribute to its usefulness if applied in a 

classification system. Such a classification system might be more 

efficient in organizing concepts within the increasing voltime and com

plexity of knowledge. The structural form of a pattern could show 

visually the relationships among concepts. Assigning content to the 

structure could possibly categorize concepts in educational administra

tion more meaningfully than a classification system based on numerical 

division. 

The Dewey Decimal Classification system (DDC) divides terms on 

subjects in administration in a numerical index for book classification. 

Students and practitioners locate these subjects under diverse notations, 

grouped mainly by types of administration. A system which classifies 

according to a pervasive generic term or facet may clarify interrelation

ships among the subjects in administration (Ranganathan 1967). 

Another system of classification would lead to different 

relationships among ideas for their study and for theory development. 

Knezevich (1962) showed some agreement among authors in their categori

zation and sequence of functions within the process of administration. 

In the study of administration as a process in education or other fields, 

it would be significant to relate and unify these functions in an organ

ized way. To find reference materials on administration, students now 

use the Dewey Decimal Classification,or other library classification 

systems. Present library systems may classify books adequately but may 

not offer satisfactory idea classification for the field of 
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administration. This study investieates the efficiency of a pro

posed septimal classification system to categorize ideas in adminis

tration. If the major categories of the process of administration were 

representative of the views of authors in the field, and grouped in a 

consistent mode, students might enhance their ability to recall and use 

subject matter in that field. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study proposes and applies a classification system of one 

specific set of generic categories, selected by the researcher, to terms 

associated with the field of administration. The application of the 

proposed system represents this researcher's synthesis of various 

authors' divisions of this total field. 

In the comparison of this classification system, only main and 

principal sub-classes of the subject field are used, limiting the ex

tent of comparison. As the predominant classification system in the 

United States, the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) was proposed for 

comparison although recognizing that the Library of Congress Classifi

cation (LCC) is gaining in importance in small libraries for economic 

reasons. 

The study is purposefully limited in the explanation of a 

proposed classification system to the literature in the context of the 

administrative process. However, an illustration of the division of all 

knowledge into six major classes, comparable to the ten classes of 

Melvil Dewey (1960) is presented for further research beyond the scope 

of this study. 
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Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made for the purposes of this 

study: 

1. If the proposed septimal system of classification is effective, 

then it will work for the concept administration. 

2. If the proposed system of classification effectively relates 

separate processes or subject matter within administration, 

then"it will provide new relationships in the more specific 

field, educational administration, as a branch of administration. 

Definitions 

Administration. The process of conducting the combined functional sub-

processes which lead toward goal achievement. 

Application. The process of putting into action, utilizing, bringing 

one object of. thought or a process into contact with another for a 

definite purpose. 

Authority. The right to command, to act, to decide. 

Balance. A state of equilibrium or equal relationship; the process of 

harmonious proportioning. 

Category. A division in any system of classification; a specific class 

under which one can logically group related things or ideas. 

Change. The process of making different, or to modify; to enter upon a 

new phase; to replace with something else; to vary in time or space; 

to move. 

Classification. The process of arranging into a class or classes, on 

the basis of resemblances or differences; ordering on the basis of 
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relationships (Sneath and Sokal 1962). 

Communicating. The process of purposefully exchanging ideas and informa

tion; interconnection or feedback in an organizational network. 

Comparison. The examining of relative values to determine likeness or 

unlikeness. 

Concept. A generalized mental image or idea formed by combining the 

elements of a class into the notion of one object or class. 

Coordination. The process of putting in formalized relation or order; 

creation of harmonious integrated action or interaction. 

Decision Making. The process of reaching a conclusion or judgment, or 

determining or choosing alternatives prior to acting. 

Directing. The process of positioning an object or point as it moves 

in relation to another object toward a goal or point. 

Facet. A generic category or principal attribute of a general concept. 

Goal Setting. The process of identifying with a permanent idea or 

purpose toward which movement and effort is directed in its accomplish

ment; determining what to work toward. 

Interrelationship. Having a mutual relation; that which is mutually 

interchangeable or corresponds. 

Knowledge. The result of the learning process; information or under

standing acquired through experience; or learning by study or perception. 

Leadership. The ability to lead, to exert authority; a guiding quality 

exercised toward goal accomplishment. 

Model. A style, plan, design or object that may be used for comparison; 

information and data grouped to represent some thing, person or idea. 



Motivation. The process of providing incentive or force that causes a 

person or group to act or accomplish, as in administration. 

Pattern. A particular design or form that can be used as a guide or 

model, repetitively without change of structural relations among its 

parts. 

Permanence. Continuing in the same state, or without change; an enduring 

existence or fixed state; describing a stable and elemental condition. 

Planning. The process of setting forth a mode of action; to form a 

method for achieving. 

Relationship. The state of being connected, as with others or among 

things or ideas. 

Reporting. The process of relating, as information; repeating to 

another, as an answer or result. 

Structure. The arrangement and functional union of parts. 

Structuring. Forming into organized structure using a combination of 

related parts. 

Value. Belief which is balanced in a process of selecting alternatives 

or choice in terms of worth. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter 1 contains the introduction and problem. The statement 

of the problem, significance, limitations, and assumptions of the study, 

and definitions are included. 

This chapter (Chapter 2) is divided into two parts: Organiza

tion of this study and methodology for comparison of classification 

systems. 

Chapter 3 is a "Review of Related Literature", and is a major 

part of the study itself. It is divided into 1) an introduction, 

2) review of literature on patterns used as structural models for a 

classification system, 3) review of current classifications of knowledge, 

4) the comparison of classification systems, and 5) a review of theories 

of administration summarizing categorization of various authors' elements 

of administration. 

Chapter 4 contains a presentation of the Septimal Classification 

System, including 1) Introduction, 2) A Pattern for Concept Classifica

tion, 3) The Pattern as a Basis for a Structural Model, 4) The Septimal 

Classification System, 5) Explanation of the Generic Categories, 6) Ap

plication of Six Generic Facets of Administration, and 7) Summary. 

11 
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Chapter 5, Application of the Septimal Classification System to 

Administration, contains a discussion and analysis, classifying adminis

tration into six main categories. 

Chapter 6 contains a discussion of classification for the user, 

and a comparison of the Dewey Decimal Classification System and the 

Septimal Classification System, using a structural model. 

Chapter 7 presents a summary, conclusions from the study and 

recommendations. The possibility of further research in educational 

administration, as well as other areas, is raised. 

Methodology for Comparison 
of Classification Systems 

Comparison has been defined as the process of examining relative 

values to determine characteristic qualities, whether similar or dis

similar. There must be some common identity, which, when two things are 

compared side by side, will reveal their true relative character. This 

common identity is usually the structure of the basic divisions or main 

classes on which the balance of a classification system is devised. From 

that point, comparison may be made of the degree of interrelationship 

which subjects will have within an entire subject field. The comparison 

is made by both a descriptive comparison and a comparison that balances 

differential criteria for book and idea classification for each of the 

two systems, the Dewey Decimal Classification System (DDC) and the pro

posed classification system. 

In the methodology of comparing two library classification 

systems certain differential criteria are followed. A new classification 
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system would not provide relative book-to-book location (to be practical 

as a bookshelving device) until fully developed. Major distinctions 

between the DDC and the Library of Congress Classification System (LCC) 

have almost disappeared. Their differences are with cataloging (now 

offered by LCC), degree of automation and the schedule revision. 

A new system would lack the economy of the LCC system in book 

classification since all of the LCC cards contain the classification 

notation; however, the majority of the DDC titles have to be added. In 

spite of this, the DDC was used, as of Fall, 1967, in 1408 educational 

institutions of higher learning, and the LCC in 496. There were 157 that 

used other systems (Bronson Price 1971). 

In comparing two library classification systems, measurement of 

the number of steps to pursue in obtaining the subject matter in question 

provides only one means for comparison. Knowledge of association of 

word-definitions, the consensus of usage, and common sense may also serve 

in identifying realities. Precise measurements in an uncharted field 

where there are uncertain relationships to a particular word or idea may 

oversimplify the comparison. 

An effort is made in this study to compare a proposed Septimal 

Classification System with the DDC. The common identity between the two 

systems is the main classes in which all knowledge is divided. First, a 

comparison is made of the two systems by the basic division of categories 

into main classes (Table 2). Developing a complete notation device for 

the new system (for the purpose of locating books) is not a part of this 

study. An initial notation system is shown below the main classes, to 
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Table 2. Main Classes. 

Dewey Decimal Classification 

000 Generalities 

100 Philosophy and Related Disciplines 

200 Religion 

300 Social Sciences 

400 Language 

500 Pure Sciences 

600 Technology (Applied Sciences) 

700 The Arts 

800 Literature and Rhetoric 

900 General Geography and History, etc. 

Septimal Classification 

000 Generalities 

100 General Geography and History 

200 The Social Sciences 

300 Philosophy and Religion 

400 Language, Literature and the Arts 

500 Pure Sciences 

600 Technology (Applied Sciences) 



sub-classes of the Social Sciences in which the particular field, admin

istration would be classified. The structure the notations would follow 

is that of the seven divisions of the pattern (seven circles) on which 

the model is based, rather than a decimal system. 

A balanced comparison of idea classification is made based on 

a matrix of differential criteria from the literature (Chapter 3). These 

criteria are derived from the purpose for which the classifications are 

made. These are: 1) to retain a "natural" system, following an observed 

arrangement; 2) to achieve economy of memory; 3) to facilitate manipula

tion; 4) to permit clustering, i.e., imposing a structure; and 5) to 

generate new hypotheses. 

A matrix is used for the comparison in this study (Figure 2), 

including seven criteria for book classification and fifteen criteria 

for idea classification derived from the literature on classification. 

The subject headings in the DDC are extracted to show the location and 

variety of notations for subjects within the scope of educational admin

istration in this classification (Appendix C). Whether criteria are met 

in each classification system is the basis for this comparison. 



CRITERIA DEWEY DECIMAL 
SYSTEM 

For book classification 

Provides relative book to 
book location 

Offers a catalog system 
for books 

Capability of automation 

Schedule for revision 

Economy of notation cards 

Steps to retrieve adminis
tration subjects** 

Use Arabic numerical 
notation 

For idea classification 

Places related subject 
matter together 

Economy of recall, 
mnemonic 

Common identity of adminis
tration categories 

Integrates multi-disciplinary 
categories 

Follows logical path for 
administration subjects 

Assembles ideas on 
administration 

Figure 2. Comparison of Two Classification Systems. 

Yes No Ltd.* 

16 

SEPTIMAL 
SYSTEM 

Yes No Ltd.* 
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CRITERIA DEWEY DECIMAL SEPTIMAL 
SYSTEM. SYSTEM 

Provides main subjects 
based on a division of 
knowledge 

Structure allows new 
information to be added 

Divisions based on 
philosophic design** 

Has hierarchical subject 
relationships 

Facets are in order of 
increasing complexity 

Facets for subjects 
follow literature in 
the field 

Facet characteristics 
repeated at lower levels 

Placement of generic 
before specific 

Uses an order of process 
or evolution 

Yes No Ltd.* Yes No Ltd.* 

* Limited 

** Principally for main classes 

Figure 2, Continued. 



CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The development of a proposed classification system for concepts, 

based on structural limits to categories, rather than number integrity 

of the DDC, requires research in several fields. This research into a 

proposed classification system includes its application to the concept 

administration, as a test of the system; the review of literature is a 

most important phase of this study since the test requires investigation 

of structural form for classification, systems and purposes of classifi

cation, the bases for comparison, and the subject of administration. 

The literature which was reviewed for these purposes covered the 

following major topics: 

1. Structural pattern for classification 

2. Systems and purposes of classification 

3. A basis for comparison of classification systems 

4. Theories of administration 

The first topic to be reviewed has the primary purpose of 

establishing that the structural pattern selected for the proposed 

system has some precedent as a categorizing device. The review would 

ascertain if this particular pattern has been developed by earlier 

18 
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writers who applied its structural form in any way to the classification 

of ideas. Several authors have related structural forms to classifica

tion systems (Jolley 1973, Ranganathan 1967). The Navajo were found to 

use a pattern having seven separate circles as a single ornamental de

sign, although no significance appears to be contributed to it. 

Further, the review under this topic should cover other applica

tions of a pattern as a structural model by which one might classify the 

elements of any general concept or subject field. Is there some struc

ture which, if applied to a concept such as administration, would retain 

the simplicity of a two-part structure and aid in understanding the 

concept? The answer to this question requires a review of the source of 

the pattern, current use of patterns to bring structure to concepts, and 

a relationship of structural models to categorical schemes of classifi

cation systems. To compare the structural model as a basis for classifi

cation, review is made of other categorical schemes for the classifica

tion of ideas. 

Classification, the second topic, was reviewed to find the 

characteristics of major systems and the purposes of classification. 

In this regard, the importance of classifying or categorizing to the 

learning process, was investigated. A review was then made of the Dewey 

Decimal Classification System (DDC). As the most used system it was 

selected for comparison with the proposed classification system. Liter

ature on its current effectiveness and use was reviewed. 

Next, the basis for comparison was determined from the literature 

to be the purposes of classification, and these formed a basis on which 



classification systems might be compared and criteria for comparison 

determined. 

Finally, from review of major authors on administrative theory, 

the categories or principal processes comprising the total concept or 

subject field of administration are developed. This concept is theoret

ical and action oriented; therefore this part of the review should 

search for past and current authors who have divided administration and 

its practice into categorical elements in their writings. This approach 

to the study is based on Lee (1973) who indicates that experience can be 

ordered by giving form to the content of experience by categorical 

schemes. 

A Structural Pattern 
for Classification 

Current theory of pattern recognition by Corcoran (1971), and 

findings by experimental psychologists, such as Hunt (1962), indicate 

that the application of structural patterns may facilitate idea presenta

tion. Thompson proposed further research possibilities in concept pre

sentation (Thompson 1959). Piaget (1964) refers to operational structur

alism as the basis for providing a relational perspective among the 

various elements of a concept. 

In classifying such elements, each level of classification would 

comprise a limited number of categories. Although Miller (1967) refutes 

any generalization of the effect of a limited number of bits of informa

tion on communication, he suggests that quantitative measurements within 

the theory of information might be useful in the study of concepts. Some 
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attention to the "magical" nxmber (seven) was developed by Miller (1967) 

in experiments conducted on the discrimination of numbers. His views 

have significance since one of the purposes of classifying a concept is 

to aid the recall of ideas about it in some organized way which limits 

categories. 

Gotshalk (1969) suggests that a concept is a normative structure 

of symbols governed by a selective principle. Applying this definition a 

pattern could govern the learning process, as an ordering structure, 

to classify new perceptions of knowledge. 

Jolley (1973), in his pattern of ideas representing all knowl

edge, divided all ideas by size and complexity, also separating animate 

from inanimate forms. The seven categories or concept divisions of his 

model are; set (member), space (point), particule (pluton), molecule 

(atom), cell (organelle), being (organ), community (department), and 

nation (local authority). His binary notation system may allow computer

ization of the model. 

Reconsidering existing classification, or the categorical separa

tion of all forms of matter, appears to have merit for further research 

into new arrangements on the structure of matter. Jolley (1973), however, 

included the dynamic nature of change in the class of living things with

out taking into account the nature of process in the relationships among 

his categories. 

Butchvarov (1968) points out that the development of a classifi

cation system is the same as the development of a conceptual framework. 
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A geometric pattern is one type of conceptual framework which might be 

used in a classification system. 

Applying a pattern as a model imposes the structural elements 

of that pattern on a concept. In the literature, administration is 

viewed as a process relating its structural elements as a social system. 

This follows Parsons' (1967) definition of structure adopting stable 

elements (generic attributes) which are unaffected by outside disturb

ances, except as the elements react to maintain their equilibrium. In 

this definition the points of interaction among the elements should be

come part of the process. This would allow the process to be examined 

in a step-by-step configuration without losing the sense of the whole 

concept. 

Systems and Purposes 

of Classification 

If the student is to understand and recall the complex ideas 

comprising a concept such as administration, the problem of classifying 

knowledge related to it would appear to warrant research. 

Shera (Montgomery 1968) alluded to this problem in a symposium 

which concerned access to knowledge. He indicated that it is not too 

early to consider whether a major reorganization of our present techniques 

of classifying knowledge should be tried. He would direct an inquiry on 

whether the departmental grouping of studies as they appear in our uni

versities, and major subject divisions as they appear in Dewey or Library 

of Congress cataloging systems, ought to be regrouped. The concern of 

this symposium was access to knowledge, through existing classification 
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systems. Shera's comments implied some basic problems with present 

classification systems. 

The Dewey Decimal Classification is based primarily on the need 

to sort and locate books by number, using a principle of integrity of 

number. Only secondarily, was this classification system based on an 

analysis of the relationships among, or categorization of ideas covering 

all philosophic knowledge. 

Dewey (1960) elected to divide all knowledge into ten parts, or 

a decimal system which placed the generalities at the beginning and then 

listed nine additional divisions of knowledge. The Dewey Decimal System 

of Classification continues to be divided in this way (Dewey 1971) 

(Table 3). In explaining his classification, Dewey cited the classifi

cation of knowledge by Aristotle, Bacon, Locke, and others. He based 

his classification system upon Harris' inversion of the Baconian order 

of History, Poesy, and Philosophy. 

Dewey was not impressed by previous systems for classification. 

His solution was to adopt the simplest method by which books, rather than 

knowledge, could be handled. This was a system which used Arabic numbers 

decimally for books arranged by subject. He then divided his subjects or 

disciplines based more upon their accommodation to the number ten than to 

the contents of the knowledge contained therein (Appendix A). 

In contrast to the Dewey Decimal Classification System, colon 

classification is a theory-based scheme by Ranganathan which intends to 

classify ideas as well as books. Its facet analysis demonstrates the 

applicability of a classification system derived from generic categories, 

which he terms, facets (Ranganathan 1967). 
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Table 3. Dewey Decimal Classification System, Main Classes (Dewey 1976). 

000 Generalities 

100 Philosophy and Related Disciplines 

200 Religion 

300 Social Sciences 

400 Language 

500 Pure Sciences 

600 Technology (Applied Sciences) 

700 The Arts 

800 Literature and Rhetoric 

900 General Geography and History, etc. 
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Ranganathan separated the work of a classification into three 

planes, the idea plane, the verbal plane, and the notational plane. He 

uses the postulate of five fundamental categories. They are: person

ality, matter, energy, space and time, well known as "PMEST" 

(Ranganathan 1967). 

In Ranganathan's facet classification, a new isolate, or subject, 

is identified as a manifestation of one or the other of his fundamental 

categories. With extensive experience and training, the manifestations 

can be determined in a majority of cases. 

Sequentially the basic facet is the first category, personality. 

The five categories, when arranged in order of their increasing concrete-

ness, fall in the following sequence: personality, matter, energy, space 

and time, and recur in this form in subjects of great intension. 

A categorization of ideas or word-symbols, or content, within a 

subject field can also be based upon a classification of subject matter 

in a structural pattern (Guilford 1967). Teachers use structural format 

when an outline is placed before students, showing a hierarchical break

down of the subject. Most students have used the numerical categories 

of the DDC in finding subjects in the library. This imposes a limit of 

ten classes at each level, providing a hierarchy of decimal structure. 

"Categories are fundamentally typical patterns (principles, 

rules) through which mental activity develops and becomes manifest. They 

are, therefore, functional forms, resulting (whenever they do result in 

anything) in very wide conceptual groupings (Papanoutsos 1968)." 
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The purpose of categorization, using a structure for classifi

cation, is to provide a mode for leading the student directly through 

a maze of constituent subjects on administration, while retaining the 

idea of unity of the subject field. This mode is comparable to a 

symbolic classification rather than a cognitive structuring of figural, 

semantic and behavioral content (Guilford 1967). 

Students of administration at the undergraduate and graduate 

level are beyond the primary and intermediate levels of classification, 

described by Piaget (1964), where children completed a group of figures, 

recognizing them to form a train. A higher level of categorization than 

that occurs when a general concept governs the relationships between 

members of a class. 

The major elements and the relationships of the subject field, 

administration, have been developed from a review of various authors in 

the subject field by Knezevich (1962) (Table 1). This table shows 

categorization used by experts acquainted with the subject, administra

tion, from the early period of Fayol and Taylor to more recent times, 

e.g., Campbell. 

Guilford (1967) indicated that the literature on using structural 

models in a new classification system is complete; however, some authors 

hold that a preferred mode of categorization may not facilitate cognitive 

functioning (Wallach and Kogan 1965). It should be noted however that 

models do allow the user to broaden his thinking about the subject or 

system modeled, and see it from other points of view. 

Behavioral scientists are interested in classification as a 

basis for cognition. Gilmour holds that classification is a fundamental 
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prerequisite of all conceptual thought. Its primary function is to 

construct classes, about which we can make intuitive generalizations. 

"The particular classes we construct always arise in connection with a 

particular purpose (Gilmour 1937)." 

A purpose of classification in general is to describe what is 

known as the natural system — reflecting natural processes that have 

led to the observed arrangement of objects. A natural classification 

is one whose constituent taxa have many attributes in common and which 

is most useful for a wide range of purposes. Common purpose, not common 

descent, is most important (Gilmour 1961). 

Another purpose is to achieve economy of memory, e.g., if 

something is classified under the term metal, this group of things con

tains certain characteristics which are identified and common to them; 

in referring to it, certain properties are already known and do not 

have to be recalled to memory. This purpose could be important if a 

structural model would aid the easy recall of the elements of a concept. 

Ease of manipulation is another purpose, in that classification 

establishes certain relationships of grouped information which is re

trieved with greater ease when the boundary of a group is placed around 

it. This purpose might be examined in a comparison between two classifi

cation systems of the number of paths required to retrieve desired sub

ject matter from the subject field, or location in which information is 

stored. 

Another way to classify is clustering. This imposes a structure 

on the objects to be clustered, composed of operational taxonomic units 

(OTU's), which are character states, or attributes of the objects. This 
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implies an organizing tendency by which they can be structured into 

classes and are not formed at random or only related in a random way 

(Bousfield 1953). 

It is not always easy to perceive the relationships between 

things or ideas, either by association or hierarchical direction. The 

main purpose of classification is to describe the structure and relation

ship of objects or ideas, composing a class among themselves and their 

relationships to other objects and classes. 

Boundaries between classes are not always clear, and the dynamic 

nature of subject matter, such as planning in administration, results in 

continuous and changing components to describe it. Often a classifica

tion which attempts to find structure within a changing field of ideas 

concerning a subject can give form to recognized content only momentarily. 

It is like a sudden fix in the flux of ideas in which meaningful form 

and structure are perceived, like a picture in the moment an eye opens 

and closes. 

Sokal (1962) indicates that classification describing relation

ships among objects in nature should generate hypotheses. They should 

stimulate interest toward further investigation. For instance, a pro

posed classification might generate the question of how this perceived 

order arose, and how long its structure can be maintained. 

A Basis for Comparison 
of Classification Systems 

The literature suggests few means for comparing classification 

systems; however, they are contrived for different purposes. They may 



be compared by the difference of the purpose for which the classifica

tion is made. The purposes for classification cited in the preceding 

section, can be used as a basis for comparison of classification systems. 

In this study, the proposed classification system is concerned 

primarily with application to the subject-field, administration. Review 

of the DDC shows that subject matter for the concept, administration 

is located in many different subject fields which vary the hierarchical 

relationships of their sub-groups (Appendix B). This can be expected 

since administration is a field for the generalist, and the insights of 

many different disciplines are important to understanding it and are 

reflected in its daily process; Some authors (Grava 1969) have used 

hierarchical models to explain subject-fields based on the classes of 

matter, from unity to galaxies. 

In the comparison of the elements of the administrative process 

described in the introduction there appears to be some room for analogy 

of content and structure among the various authors (Table 1). Through 

extensive usage of a classification system in a subject-field, the user 

adapts to its classes to study a particular subject. Since classifica

tion is a mental process of separating ideas, lack of knowledge of the 

subjects which are to be arranged in a meaningful way, accounts for some 

of the difficulty in classifying them. 

Classification is primarily a mental operation. When we say 
we arrange things we mean that we place them in an order which 
corresponds with an idea or series of ideas in our minds; we could 

not arrange things in an order which did not thus exist in our 
thought. To do this, we have mental pictures of the things we 
are to arrange. That is ideal arrangement, indeed this mental 
process is the true meaning of the term classification (Sayers 
1967, p. 31). 
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This explanation of classification would indicate that predetermined 

generic categories for a new classification system could be applicable 

to administration, if they are arranged as they are experienced in the 

administrative process. 

This study has the purpose of comparing the concept, adminis

tration, in a Septimal Classification System with the Dewey Decimal 

Classification System, which is primarily a library classification. In 

addition to comparison of the purposes for which a classification is 

made, a comparison of the two classifications for the purpose of divid

ing subjects in libraries is made. 

Maltby (1972) summarizes forms of library classification systems, 

setting forth their criteria. There must be a co-extensive representa

tion of the subject, which requires: 1) recognition of each of the 

categorical ideas in the subject; 2) determination of the degree of 

interrelation among the categories and their scope, based on major 

divisions. 

Attributes of the universe of the subjects affecting the design 

of library classification are: 1) Tendency to grow in both directions; 

2) different modes of formation of subjects; 3) variation in strength of 

bond among component facets; 4) interrelation among the subjects; 

5) dynamic tendency of universe subjects; 6) variations in the frequency 

and pattern of incidence of different kinds of facets of a subject; 

7) variation in impact of different kinds of ideas, intuitive and 

intellectual (Maltby 1972). 
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Theories of Administration 

Owens (1970) describes a theory in terms of its characteristics, 

what it seeks to do, and as model-building, or thinking with a model of 

reality. A theory is not reality but represents it, and has some useful 

functions: 1) to help organize knowledge into a systematic, orderly 

body; and 2) to provide a guide to researchers. 

Owens cites the efforts in administration now to reduce gaps of 

ignorance by the construction of a hypothetico-deductive theory. He 

examines many complex educational organizations in terms of organiza

tional theories. 

Wilson (1966, pp. 9-10) expressed a holistic view of educational 

administration: "Educational administration is the coordination of 

forces necessary for the good instruction of all children within the 

school organization into an orderly plan for accomplishing the unit's 

objectives, and the assuring of their proper accomplishment." 

Other authors demanded a more fundamental approach to administra

tion than the one Wilson's definition implies. Argyris' (1964) theory 

of organizational behavior emphasizes goals and contrasts the individual's 

and the organization's goals. 

Simon (1957) in his study of administrative behavior, indicates 

the need to identify all the relevant diagnostic criteria applied in an 

administrative situation. He would have each administrative situation 

analyzed in terms of the entire set of criteria and institute research 

to determine the weight of these criteria. 
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He believes that administrative theory must develop a set of 

concepts that would permit the description of administrative situations. 

For Simon, these would be operational concepts with meanings correspond

ing to observable facts. He would describe an organization by the 

decisions each person makes and the impact on him of making those deci

sions; he holds that existing theory bases its description of any organ

ization on its formal structure, giving little attention to communication 

and its effects (Simon 1957). 

"The theory of administration is concerned with how an organiza

tion should be constructed and operated in order to accomplish its work 

efficiently (Simon 1957, p. 220)." A fundamental principle of adminis

tration, which follows almost immediately from the rational character 

of good administration, is that, among several alternatives involving the 

same expenditure, the one should always be selected which leads to the 

greatest accomplishment of administrative objectives; and among several 

alternatives that lead to the same accomplishment the one should be 

selected which involves the least expenditure. 

Simon points out that the diagnosis of administrative situations 

must include factors which determine the skills, values, and knowledge 

with which an organization member performs. He notes that this limit of 

concepts does not encompass the entire rationality with which an admin

istrative decision is made. 

A reclassification is made of Tead's (1951) elements of the 

total process of administration, as cited by Simon: 

1. To define and set forth the purpose, aims, objectives, or 
ends of the organization. 
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2. To look ahead and forecast as to the organization's aims as 
well as the ways and means toward realizing them, in order 
to keep both ends and means adjusted to all kinds of inside 
and outside influences and requirements. To lay down the 
broad plan for the structuring of the organization. 

3. To assure stimulation and the necessary energizing of the 
entire personnel. 

4. To assure that a sufficient definition and standardization 
of all positions have taken place so that quality and 
quantity of performance are specifically established and 
are assuredly being maintained. 

5. To make revisions with the necessary committees and confer
ences and for their conduct in order to achieve good coordi
nation among major and lesser functional workers. 

6. To direct and oversee the general carrying forward of the 
activities as delegated. To recruit and organize the execu
tive staff as defined in the plan. To provide a clear 
delegation and allocation of authority and responsibility. 

7. To provide an accurate evaulation of the total outcome in 
relation to established purposes (Simon 1957). 

Sharkansky (1970, pp. 9-12) sees administration as a system, 

with an environment, inputs, outputs, and conversion and feedback 

mechanisms. As a "means of structuring a field, to aid in the study of 

public administration", the system concept provides a framework which 

new information theory can support. Much of the activity within public 

organizations can be structured for study in this way. 

Except for more recent interest in organizational theory which 

conceives of organizations, from the family to the United Nations, as 

systems, classical administration has been presented as a heterogenous 

collection of elements. These elements would include Planning and 

Directing, or as a function or activity, would include Leadership, and 

executive Decision Making (Knezevich 1962). While each of these deals 



with various aspects of the whole, bearing relation to certain properties 

or attributes, attempts to tie together an integrated structure of 

administration have fluctuated through three or four basic approaches. 

These approaches to administration extend chronologically from 

the scientific management of Frederick Taylor, through the human rela

tions influences of Mayo (1946) and Follett (1942), through management 

by objectives (MBO), through a combination of motivation and the indivi

dual in the organization (Argyris 1964), to the organizational approaches 

of Presthus and Pfiffner (Henderson 1966). However, there is expressed 

in the literature, an appeal for a unified theory or concept of adminis

tration. The idea is one of wholeness, or a central idea or Gestalt. 

The search is for a structure that is detached from the subject, and is 

not based necessarily on empirical reality. To the practitioner or 

scholar studying administration, his own perception of the process will 

vary his approach to understanding it. 

Literature citing varying administrative styles among leaders of 

differing fields may be found. These deal with such diverse endeavors 

as hospital and school administration, for example. Despite those vary

ing professions, there appears to be an administrative process that will 

allow the study of administration as a subject-field or whole concept. 

Rnezevich (1962) has outlined the functions of the administrator 

by listing various authors who divide this concept into four to seven 

divisions (Table 1). Administration is explained by terms arising out

side the context of educational administration. The letters "POSDCORB" 
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(Table 1) identify the main steps in the operating process for which the 

chief executive is responsible (Gulick and Urwick 1937). 

Many concepts are explained with different structures. Different 

groups of ideas are structured not only in different ways, such as vary

ing the amount of emphasis placed upon them, but also in different 

numbers. Both the increase in quantity and the greater complexity of 

each individual idea or group of ideas require more effort on man's part 

to attain or master them. 

From the preceding, it is evident that the names of structural 

components of administration have varied over periods of time and among 

different authors. Is there some other structure which, if applied to 

the concept, administration, would retain the simplicity of a two-part 

structure and aid in understanding the concept? 

Bousfield (1953) suggests that a single outline of content, con

sidered necessary for learning a subject would be limiting, but a 

definite repeatable structure or outline, adaptable to various contexts, 

would facilitate recall. 

Thompson (1959, pp. 3-A) in pointing out that there is a growing 

variety of part theories but no universally valid theory of administra

tion, states: "the necessary theory must take such factors into account 

as variables. These variables must be broad enough to include the con

ditions and ethics found in all fields of administration and in all 

cultural contexts." 

Simon (1957) attempted to classify descriptive words used by 

various authors to analyze the administrative process. He suggests that 



the word organizing indicates activities such as planning; he then 

further abstracts that activity into what an administrator does when he 

is planning. Simon arrives at seven second-order abstractions which 

he relates to a school or institutional system. These are: 1) goal 

orienting, 2) organizing, 3) assembling and allocating resources, 

4) leadership, 5) coordinating, 6) controlling, 7) ceremonial functional. 

Simon suggests the word leadership for commanding, directing 

and stimulating or influencing as used by others. In any classification 

system, he has either mixed the various categories as they relate to 

value (stimulating) (influencing) or their levels (directing) (stimulat

ing) , or is using the term leadership to connote the entire process of 

administration. Also, his terms, coordinating and ceremonial functions, 

merely imply but do not make clear the concept of communication. 

In their book, "Foundations of Educational Administration", 

Lane, Corwin and Monahan (1947) index a subject matter in the following 

divisions; communication, decision making, organizational structure and 

control, and leadership. This division of administrative functions also 

varies from those cited in Table 1, and from other authors reviewed in 

this study. In another instance, Jordan (1969) also cites leadership as 

one focus of current study of administration, and organizations as another 

major area of study. 

According to Simon's view, the area of politics demonstrates 

how outside forces affect administration. These forces are brought into 

play through the media or by personal contact, generally through the com

munications process. When outside information is communicated within an 
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organization, it influences its organization and its administration. 

The network, or chain reaction of contact from outside information 

develops from the multitude of interrelationships as information is 

processed through the organization. 

"The general administrator thinks conceptually about environment, 

time, structure, people, production, and process (Dimock and Dimock 1969, 

p. 291)." Both external and internal environment are included by the 

Dimocks in outlining the functions of the executive. In consideration of 

his environment, the administrator would include consideration of social 

need, i.e., how to relieve social tensions by providing human satis

factions. 

Dimock and Dimock (1969) mentions the time dimension, and the 

structure of the organization as it affects administration. Within the 

process it includes leadership through cooperation, mixed with super

vising, public understanding and feedback. 

It is interesting to note that the Dimocks' list of functions 

(Dimock and Dimock 1969) and Simon's comparison of first order abstrac

tions of the administrative process by Newman, Griffiths, Umstattd and 

John Dewey, both show a six-part division of each of these different 

concepts. The divisions which Simon has made could be equated to the 

six generic facets in a septimal classification system (Simon 1957). 

The model used by Getzels (1959) for administration requires 

both the idea of structure and that of interrelationships. The so-called 

social system is further distinquished by separating two functional 

dimensions, the institutional dimension and the personal dimension. 
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Getzels' (1965) model, like that of Griffiths (1959), tends to describe 

the administrative process from a limited point of view. In terms of 

the total pattern contained in Simon's comparison, they lack the sense 

of unity of the concept. The system concept, like Getzels' model, 

requires inputs and outputs to an outside environment, but does not 

offer a unified meaning to administration, nor describe its elements. 

Although there are many new theories, such as role theory, 

compliance theory, etc., Griffiths notes the reluctance of school admin

istrators to accept theory. He calls theory, a philosophy of values, or 

a personal notion of what ought to be. 

However, several theories generated by other disciplines have 

been found useful in educational administration. Maslow's (1954) theory 

of motivational needs is one example. Also the influence of group 

behavior on leadership might generate a theory of school organization. 

This could impact on educational administration. 

More recently interest in administrative theory has been directed 

toward a concept of unity or total system. Systems theory views the 

organization as a system and administration as a means of obtaining 

equilibrium in the system. The system theory as applied to organization, 

perceives man as a cybernetic system capable of regulating himself and 

all other known systems with a degree of effectiveness. Administration 

is, then, the total process by which an organization achieves its goals, 

or a system achieves equilibrium (Bennis, Benne, and Chin 1961). 

This researcher's concept of this administrative process is 

based on his perception of man as a product of his environment and 
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resulted in a definite approach to problem solving based on generic 

attributes of the process. His struggle to attain goals has occurred 

throughout his existence, first for survival needs, then for a hierarchy 

of other individual needs; finally he seeks organizational and societal 

goals. The pattern of the administrative process has developed as an 

insight which is more than a description of its elements, as outlined 

for example by Fayol (1949) or Urwick (1938). The many attempts to 

place the ensemble into a whole have not shown recognition of a percep

tual totality for administration that has a sum greater than a collec

tion of all its parts. A structural model of this perceptual whole needs 

the most inclusive form possible. 

Such a model may be likened to the idea held by Sokal and Sneath 

(1963) that the search for natural structure and the imposition of a 

fixed number of classes in which to place the data may be somewhat 

similar. The number of sub-divisions, partly as a function of the total 

number of included taxonomic units, has been used in a biological class

ification. 

The classification is composed of varying numbers of names which 

human beings recall from a data base. Recall ability may serve as another 

limitation for units within a class. This has been cited referring to 

judgmental limits by G. A. Miller (1967), and could form the psychologi

cal basis for limited divisions of elements in a human achievement pro

cess such as administration. The seven-circle pattern (Fig. 1), by its 

closed structure, could impose this limit on the categories or 
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categories at all levels forms the basis for the proposed classifi

cation system. 

This section sets forth a synthesis of the concepts of adminis

tration. Some of the contextual groups in which the elements of admin

istration are found are listed. Table 4 shows some of the divisions or 

categories cited by various authors that comprise subjects associated 

with administration. This coalesces the view from the cited literature 

that numerous and varied divisions are made by authors in the field. 

Some of the categories are repeated while others are unique to that 

author. 

Whether the assorted subjects and notation numbers from the DDC 

form a construct of administration is doubtful, but all of the subjects 

in Table 5 relate to that general concept, administration. The table 

shows that classification in the DDC serves to provide new number nota

tions for different subjects with little regard for relationships among 

groups. Its notational system does not serve to unite the subjects on 

administration. 

The various elements of administration cited in the literature 

could combine to form a construct of administration, as functional 

attributes of a total concept. The Concrete attributes of a concept 

progress and become Functional attributes, forming the categorizations 

of the acquired concept into a general class and conceptual purpose 

(Reichard, Schneider and Rapaport, 1944). These attributes categorize 

the desired concept, administration, as a unified subject-field (class). 
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Table 4. Elements of Administration in Contextual Groups. —This table 
shows a number of divisions or categories that have been 
made by selected authors of the elements that comprise sub
jects associated with administration. 

Rational Functions (of the POSDCORB*^ 
administrative process)" 

Planning Coordinating 
Organizing Controlling 
Commanding 

Elements of Bureaucracy^ 

Planning Coordinating 
Organizing Reporting 
Staffing Budgeting 
Directing 

Educational Administration 

Hierarchical structure 
Functional specialization 
Prescriptive competence 
Files and records 
Roles of behavior 

p 
Educational Planning 

Social responsibility of education 
Democratic leadership 
Democratic organization 
Participation 
Role of the teacher 

Administrative Process^ 

Goals and objectives 
Programs 
Human, physical, financial resources 
Government structure (organization) 
Social context 
Facilities 

Define and set goals 
Forecast and plan 
Stimulate and energize staff 
Standardize positions, performance 
Group conduct and coordination 
Direct, oversee and organize 
Evaluate relative to goals 

^ Fayol, 1949 ® Dewey, 1971 

^ Weber, 1946 ^ Tead, 1951 

^ Banghart, 1973 

Gulick and Urwick, 1937 
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Subject Library Notation Number 

Sociology (management) 

Criminal (administration) 

Law (administration) 

Public Administration (management) 

Armed Forces (management) 

Educational Administration: 
Functional 

Higher education 

Forests (management) 

Educational Administration; 
General 

Special Functional Acts (management) 

Other Special kinds, e.g. 

Education 

301 

345 

347 

350 

355.6 

371.2 

378.1 

634.928 

658.913 

Hospital Administration 
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As the conceptual purpose of studying the field is known and used by 

the student, new subject ideas read in the field can be more easily 

classified and the subject-field simplified for its understanding. This 

trend in the field toward unity becomes apparent from the review of 

literature, and the need for a new classification of ideas within the 

field of administration is now recognized as a preliminary to a general 

theory of administration (Halpin 1958). 



CHAPTER 4 

A "SEPTIMAL" CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Introduction 

A classification system will separate ideas and group them, 

according to some purpose, into distinct classes. A universal purpose 

of human organization is the achievement of goals. The class of admin

istration is no exception. The organization's goals and the realization 

of its purpose for being result from this central activity, administra

tion. 

The classes for any set of notions that form a part of the whole 

idea of administration depend on the particular field of endeavor in 

which this activity takes place* Different fields would call for dif

ferent classifications of any sub-group of administration. For instance, 

the sub-group leadership might be emphasized in one field, while the 

sub-group direction might be emphasized in another. 

However, a structural connection remains between the two concepts, 

leadership and direction. As members of a larger class, they must also 

be interpreted in light of their direct connection to the overall con

cept of administration. This is a form of polythetic classification in 

which concept groups have at least one similar idea uniform among their 

members. They share a connection of total similarity of structure within 

each concept, have a necessary point of sequence within the integrated 
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structure and both share characteristics of the larger concept of 

administration. In this form of classification a structural model can 

be useful in visualizing distinctive categories and their interrelation

ships to facilitate their recall. The structure of the model for a new 

classification system could be based on a simple pattern as a mnemonic 

device for classification. 

A Pattern for 
Concept Classification 

The essential pattern or model applied in this study is an 

example of mathematical and visual symmetry. A categorical scheme 

must place experience in the field or discipline in an ordered form 

to facilitate its understanding. If everything in a field can be con

ceived of, a complete knowledge of it and its form could be circular. 

If the complete field were known, all interdependence and cross relation

ships could be shown in circular form, allowing for maximum dispersal at 

minimum distance from a central point. 

A seven-circle pattern was noted as a cohesive and circular 

structure from the observation of physical objects. After repeated 

tries, this researcher found that seven marbles of the same size, swirled 

in a hollow hemisphere, will cling together as a unitary group with six 

around the center one. Three, four, five, six, eight or ten marbles did 

not show the same cohesive pattern. The pattern for this study has a 

symmetrical repetitive structure, and its seven circles touching tangent-

ially can be grouped within an outer circle (Fig. 1). 

The equality of the size of the circles within an outer circle, 

and the ntmber of them (7) are essential to this pattern. It connotes 



wholeness as a geometric expression of maximum relationships within a 

circular boundary where six equal attributes (or sub-groups) come 

together in a progression which maximizes their relationships to the 

general concept. They share internal contact with each other as well as 

imion and contact through a new outer rim, which can be perceived as con

tact with the environment. The points of contact among them demonstrate 

interrelationships among each partial concept and the central general 

one (Fig. 3). No similar group of equal circles in number from two to 

nine demonstrate the same number of relationships while maintaining equal 

size. The grouping in this pattern also demonstrates an equilibrium and 

balance of distance and location within it, which are characteristics 

useful to a system. 

This pattern of seven circles within an outer circle is the same 

form for any size of equal sized circles and can be repeated ad infini

tum. As a pattern to use as a structure for a model on which to base a 

classification system, it offers new and interesting relationships among 

its parts, and a sense of unity of the whole. 

The Pattern as a Basis 
for a Structural Model 

In his prologue to the Conference sponsored by the Biomedical 

Data Processing Training Program of the University of Michigan, April, 

1964, Doctor William N. Hubbard, Dean of the Medical School, precisely 

outlined the problem of identifying a pattern and accepting it as real. 

We recognize that a good deal of the so-called diagnosis is 

pattern recognition and we are not at all confident how one 

identifies the minimum number of adequate points that are accept
able in order to identify a pattern. How many points in a 
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Figure 3. Generic Facets of the Structural Model. 



constellation does one have to have before he can accept the 
pattern as real and how does one test this question (Jacquez 
1964, pp. 23-37). 

This problem is present when the seven-circle pattern is present

ed as a structural model. Why not some other pattern? Why would it 

visually aid in forming a central concept? Why not use a square or 

varied size circles? What is the significance of this particular pat

tern? These questions can only be partially answered. A test of a 

pattern's significance must be made based upon its applications. 

In writing on the need for a new science, Egler refers to 

Tscholok who, in 1910, used the model of points of view for the way the 

human mind perceives. 

Whatever subject matter it is, either a concrete example of one", 
or a generalized abstract of many examples, we find invariably 
that our knowledge, our understanding, our managment, engineer
ing or technology, tends to segregate itself into six Points of 
View. If we use the traditional and familiar biology as a case 
history, the nature of this concept should be clear (Egler 
1970, p. 132). 

Egler (1970, p. 132) refers to the questions that a child, or 

a scientist, is likely to ask, such as; 

Of what is it composed? 

What is its size and shape? 

What does it do? 

Where is it? 

When was it? 

What is outside? What is the environment of the subject matter? 

With some latitude, the ideas of structure (composition), values, 

action, permanence (location), change (temporal concern) and interrela

tionships (the environment without and within), correspond to these 



questions. Gilbreth (1919) in her study of administration referred to 

a similar group of basic questions which she named her "six*serving men". 

Gilbreth and Egler are supportive of a perspective of six questions to 

define a central theme. The researcher submits that the model of six 

sub-groups around the central concept is a viable one, affirmed by their 

work. 

The Septimal 
Classification System 

The Septimal Classification System is so named because the 

structural model of a whole class is based on a seven-circle pattern. 

This model limits division of sub-groups (or sub-classes) to six, this 

number being considered sufficient to enable the divisions to adequately 

classify ideas related to it. Ideas other than the main six different 

sub-groups would then be placed in a second level class and be classi

fied within it. The rules to develop this classification system would 

be the same at all levels. Therefore the first level of division is 

made of all knowledge, comparable to the Dewey Decimal Classification 

(DDC) System, which begins with a division of all knowledge into ten 

parts, a general group and nine main classes. These six general rules 

establish the structural division into classes and sub-classes with the 

Septimal Classification System: 

1. All General Concepts are divided into six sub-divisions, with 

the General Concept being maintained as the first, or 000 div

ision. Three numbers are used as main class notation as in 

the DDC (Table 2). 



Generic terms are used to identify the six major sub-divisions, 

or main classes (Fig. 3). These terms were developed by the re

searcher from a theoretical and mathematical view of knowledge: 

(a) Permanence, (b) Change, (c) Value, (d) Interrelationships, 

(e) Structure, and (f) Application. 

The six major sub-divisions (main classes) are numbered 1-6 

respectively, and the number corresponding to its generic term 

is the first digit of the number. In the d.ivision of know

ledge based on the generic category of change, the Social 

Sciences, representing change and movement in human society 

are assigned in the Septimal Classification System to notation 

200, a main class. 

Each of the major class divisions, such as the main division. 

Social Sciences, is again divided into six sub-classes, using 

the same six generics as a basis for this division. These 

six are shown below along with the projected generic concept: 

Divisions of 
Generic Concepts Social Sciences (200) 

1 Permanence 210 Sociology 
2 Change 220 Political Science 
3 Value 230 Economics 
4 Interrelationships 240 Education 
5 Structure 250 Administration 
6 Application 260 Law 

Subjects within these six sub-classes would be determined in 

the same way as in item 2 above, by a classification board, 

which would adhere to the generic categories for assignment 

of sub-classes. 



6. The subsequent level of each of the six sub-divisions is 

further divided into six new divisions. At each level, the 

division is based on the six generic terms (Fig. 3). The 

division is made by sorting and placement of terms from a 

review of the literature in the field. These would be divided 

into six groups by consensus of a classification board into 

descending levels of generality. 

The six generic terms may not be applicable to certain subjects, 

such as nations; therefore, below the subject level in certain sub

divisions, sub-management by form division would be used. A form divi

sion could be by alphabet or regional group. Except as the generic 

facets are readily applicable, the divisions and numbering systems of 

the DDC will be preserved. There is a history of detailed revision of 

the DDC which should be used where applicable. 

Certain detailed instructions used in the DDC are also applica

ble below the subject divisions. For instance, classification is gen

erally by subject. However, literature may be placed in a class by its 

language before being classsified by its subject. Such sub-management 

for the form of presentation of a subject is often desirable. The 

classifier may use "form divisions" for any subject. They should not 

be used, however, when the specific aspect is otherwise provided for by 

a detailed listing of terms (Dewey 1960). 

Explanation of the Generic Categories 

Six generic terms for any generic concept are assigned as 

categories through which a central (seventh) concept is explained. The 
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terms and their sequential position in the structure used to develop the 

Septimal Classification System are: 

(0) 

(1) 

(2)  

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

These generic terms are interrelated structurally to provide a 

unity of meaning of the central concept (Fig. 3). Then, using their 

structure and its interrelationship, a sequence of interrelated elements 

from the process of administration are identified and named. 

For instance, using man instead of administration as a concept, 

permanence would become the essence of man, or being. Change would 

become the growth of man in all aspects, or becoming; value would be 

believing; interrelationship would become man communicating (or symbolic 

man); structure would become man conceptualizing; and application would 

become man doing. 

The anecdote below demonstrates the meaning of these terms: 

A rest from his administrator's duties was his goal. John closed 
his eyes. Opening them for a moment, he saw as a picture, the 
green lawn, the path from the driveway, the blue sky, and the grey 
clapboard on the side of the garage; all of them forming, along 
with his own previous experience, expectations, desires and per
sonality, a background for that moment, as he closed his eyes 

again and settled into the lawn chair. 

General (concept being explained) 

Permanence (essential nature) 

Change (motion, difference) 

Value (enduring worth) 

Interrelationships (communicating) 

Structure (component analysis and arrangement) 

Application (resulting action) 
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"Ahrr," a gutteral growl was heard. He opened his eyes, startled 
to see an angry dog's teeth not more than a yard from his face. 
Time was short to size up this new situation, but he already felt 
alarm and fear. Rest was forgotten, as his main interest at this 
moment was safety. Shouting to ward off the dog, he decides to 
run. Acting quickly, he jumps away, rolls the chair away from 
the dog, and turns back to watch the dog stop, puzzled. 

The original goal of rest and the background scene are the 

permanence elements of this human process of achieving one's goals. A 

sudden change (of time and the moving situation) has evoked a new goal 

and plan of safety. He derived this from a balancing of values, deciding 

to place safety ahead of the rest. Then he communicates, attempting to 

yell to others concerning the new situation. This leads to a quick 

analysis of what to do (or concept of his resources); quickly he applies 

this in action and achieves his new goal. 

From primitive man to today's John, the broad categories of the 

steps in the achievement process remain the same. The importance of this 

process is that man took cognizance of his action. The process of action 

that he recognized (evaluated) exhibits a certain structure of categor

ical sub-processes, arranged in an effective sequence. From the action 

the man learned, not only how to escape the dog or danger (method), but 

how to set up a sequence of sub-processes (generalizing) that would 

result in a way to escape other things (or achieve new goals). The ex

perience derived from the process could be abstracted to learning. 

In considering the substantive contribution which administrative 

practice might make to an adequate theory of administration, Thompson 

includes a focus on processes as one of its characteristics (Halpin 1958). 

This process has been developed from research of literature of the 



concept, administration. Administration is now examined from the view 

of each of the six generic categories. 

Application of Six Generic 
Facets to Administration 

The structural model determines the six basic elements of a 

concept. The outer six circles of the pattern represent six generic 

facets through which the specific term administration is viewed. These 

six facets are: 1) permanence, 2) change, 3) value, 4) interrelation

ships, 5) structure, and 6) application. They are defined initially as 

parts of the structural model for any general concept in Chapter 1. 

Each of these six terms or facets are applied to subject matter 

discussed by authors on administration. The generic term permanence is 

applied first. Its definition is used as a screen through which the con

cept to be understood is viewed. In Gestalt terms, the known concept of 

administration is restructured as a result of projecting the facet of 

permanence through it, to obtain that element of the concept of adminis

tration which is identified by permanence. That element would be distinct 

from those in administration pertaining to an adjoining generic facet such 

as change. From its definition, change is related to permanence but is 

distinct, even contrary, to it. 

Permanence-Goal Setting 

Using the screen of the concept, permanence, provides a restric

tion on thoughts or the association of ideas about the more general con

cept of administration. This provides one of six different ways of 

looking at the central general concept. It is the unity or totality of 

the concept that is unknown until it is derived from the composite of 



the six screens. A facet operates for the student as an instrument 

through which to examine any concept. Together, the six facets, as ap

plied, could unify the parts of the whole concept of administration. 

For example, the projection of the category permanence, may be 

accomplished by structuring a set of questions to be answered about the 

general concept to be studied. These questions must be the same for any 

other concept to be considered. For a projection of permanence, the 

Roget definitions have been adopted. Roget offers several other inter

related terms which also convey this concept. 

For demonstration of the above, the following question is to be 

answered in reference to the concept of administration: 

Question; What are the factors representing permanence which 
pervade the term administration, whether it is viewed in context 
of industry, hospital, school, or other institution? 

Answer; The permanence factors are the definite ends or goals to be 
achieved from a process of guiding the institution or organiza
tion using all means available; in essence, it is guided toward 
definite goals; in a hospital, good patient care; in a school, 
learning; in an industry, making a product at a profit. The 
permanence factors are the direction and goals of the institution 
which are the teleological foundations for which administration 
exists. 

To illustrate the above, the generic facet, permanence, is shown 

applied to the concept, administration,in Figure 4. This results in 

goal setting as the permanence aspect or first major element of adminis

tration; it corresponds to recent emphasis on mission determining in 

leadership studies (Jordan 1969). 

The application of this generic category to the concept, 

administration, yields the concept goal setting (mission determining) 

as the permanence category of administration. To investigate the subject 



'ermanence 

Administration 

Goal Setting 
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further, It is necessary to go to the next level of explanation. For 

this purpose, the same six generic categories, or facets, would be 

applied to the term goal setting. Goal setting reflects the purpose of 

the organization. 

Change-Planning 

Next, the generic facet, change, is considered as a separate 

sub-process by which to view administration. Change is the process of 

continued variation. Since it can be detected sequentially, there is 

an element of time in it. One response to change is how it is valued, or 

the attitude a person or organization has toward it. If an organization 

is prepared for change, future possibilities are analyzed and a plan 

developed. In the concept, administration, most authors include the 

process of planning. If administration is a process directed toward 

achieving certain goals, the term change would be interpreted as planning. 

Purpose or goal orientation provides the basis for planning 

which goes on at all levels, generally at all times. In systems approach

es to the theory of administration, planning is the development of stra

tegy, and overlaps the functions of goal orientation and coordination. 

Goal setting is distinguished from the process of planning. The import

ance of administrative planning for effective program operation cannot 

be discounted if continuous direction toward the achievement of object

ives is to be realized. Planning may be broadly conceived as preparation 

for future action. This involves a careful study of the many factors 

upon which successful programs are dependent. Any administrative plan 

takes into consideration pertinent questions involving personnel needs. 
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program content and improvement, environmental conditions, financial 

support, and public relations (Havel 1961). 

Planning in administration calls for a preview of resources, 

their structure and expenditure. Planning for fiscal resources, or 

budgeting, is also placed in this model under planning. 

Value-Balancing Values 

The generic facet, value, is now applied to administration as it 

is described by authors in the literature. Recognizing administration 

as a process, value becomes balancing values within the organization 

or institution. 

Values are those beliefs (and attitudes) related to worth which 

determine choices of alternatives. These choices or decisions lead to 

the relationships necessary to proceed with analysis and the allocation 

of resources for the achievement of goals of the organization. 

Although value in its generic sense would not commonly include 

motivation, this term is applied in administration within the facet of 

balancing values. This is the essence of leadership expressed by Havel 

(1961) as one of the functions of administration. As the administrator 

makes choices, he is influenced by his own set of values and those 

particular to the organization. His ethics come to bear as he relates 

them to existing goals and to the problems he tries to solve as he 

motivates the organization, setting the climate for effective performance 

/ 
of organizational objectives. 

Leadership provides guidance and stimulation of the staff, and is 

the result of decision making which allows for the human side of the 
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enterprise. Motivation is included in this facet, as reflecting the 

stimulating element outlined by Campbell, et al (1958, p. 181). Schein 

(1965) describes implied managerial styles in terms of the degree and 

types of behavioral relationship which employees have toward the task. 

The Life-Cycle Theory of Leadership sees man as self-actualizing in the 

performance of his job. The administrator, as a leader, responds to his 

basic needs while providing a positive climate in which his employees are 

motivated by his diagnostic skills or leadership. 

The terms motivation, leadership, and decision making are often 

cited as the basis on which successful administration rests. 

(a) Motivation. Behavior is held by Maslow (1954) to depend on 

man's needs, which he places in a hierarchy, from physiological, security, 

and social esteem to self-actualization. Any one of these may be domi

nant and met by different forms of motivation. In order to achieve the 

optimum of organizational goals, the administrator must balance his own 

values and needs with those of the formal organization, the informal 

organization, and the individual employee. 

(b) Leadership. Leadership or directing, includes commanding under 

classical theories of administration. The ideas of stimulating and in

fluencing are similar to that of motivating in the human relations ap

proach to administration. The recent emphasis on leadership included 

here is the choice of alternatives, or balancing of values, that lead 

to achievement of objectives of the organization. 

(c) Decision Making. This has been introduced as a part of the 

administrative process by writers on school administration. Barnard 
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(1938) and Simon (1957) suggested that decision making could be a means 

for promoting the understanding of human behavior in an organization. 

Simon suggested that organizational behavior is a composite of 

decisional processes which directly influence those who do the actual 

physical work of an organization (Simon 1957). A decision is making 

a choice among alternatives. Decision-making stimulates action, thereby 

resulting in a change in organizational behavior and process. For this 

reason, in the model it is included in balancing values. 

Having the capacity to act decisively at the time action is 

needed is a prerequisite to the product function. The ongoing execution 

of the other elements within the administrative process is the result of 

decision making. 

Interrelationships-Communicating 

Communicating is the fourth facet of administration and is 

derived from the generic category interrelationships. This is the broad

est definition of the term, conceiving all modes of interaction and the 

lines among them which relate one part, process or function of the organ

ization to another, during the administrative process. A structural 

network is basic to communicating, and links can be turned on or off, 

connoting change. The value element lies in the message conveyed and 

attitudes of communication in an organization. 

One element of communicating comprises the linkages that can be 

identified that relate one organization, unit or person, to another, 

both inside and out of the organization or the scope of administration. 
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The technical category of communicating is the so-called "hardware", 

the means used to effect it and its composition. 

Finally, an element of this process includes the result of 

communication, or coordination. Coordinating is placed at a lower level 

than communicating as the former process is included within the latter. 

Coordinating is agreed upon by most authors as a major function, but 

Newman (1963) included this idea as a sub-category within all phases of 

administration. Gregg (1957) uses communicating to represent this func

tion. In this model, communicating is placed sequentially between bal

ancing values and structuring resources as shown in Figure 5. Subse

quent study of the literature indicates that this function depends on 

frequency and clarity of understanding between the various parts of the 

organization, a means of synthesis. The function of communicating 

establishes a network of interrelationships, through which coordination 

is developed as understanding is increased. 

Structure-Structuring Resources 

The generic facet structure, projected on administration, a 

process, connotes the analysis or arrangement of those resources which 

contribute to the achievement of goals. In this facet essential com

ponents are arranged and interrelate to form the total concept. This 

structuring tends to unify or synthesize them. 

In administration, this facet becomes structuring resources. An 

assessment of the composition of resources needed for goal achievement 

first reflects what is on hand and what variation can be expected or 

needed. Resources are weighed and prioritized for commitment by their 

value relationship to goal achievement. All resources or parts of the 
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Figure 5. Construct of Administration. 



composition must be coordinated and interrelated. Communication of other 

elements of the process to effect integration of resources which can con

tribute to goal achievement is an essential step in this process. 

Organizing becomes a sub-category subsumed within structuring 

resources. It is used in a narrow technical sense of structuring all 

units of the organization; the organizing of personnel resources, or 

staffing, is one part of this process. Executing is the term which would 

fulfill the final process within structuring resources. Resources are 

not structured usefully until they are coordinated toward the achieve

ment of goals. 

The term, organizing, in administration, means the arrangement 

of the component resources to accomplish the specific objectives leading 

to goals achievement. Staffing, allocating resources, and assembling 

resources were separate functions proposed by two authors. Many authors 

(Knezevich 1962) used a separate category for organizing, even before 

organizational theory became a part of the concern of the administrator. 

The term, progranmiing^ has also been mentioned by Campbell, Corbally and 

Ramseyer (1958) as an alternate of organizing. 

Application-Action 

Application is the sixth generic facet and when applied to 

administration, it becomes action. Action, follows the other five pro

cesses, and is the result of them. This category also denotes the pro

duct of the overall process. Administration as a process may result in 

a product, service, or other action. Whether it is valuable or not 
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depends on how it is accepted by its target, the market, the personnel 

in this and other organizations, or the client or consumer. 

This category includes implementing and has been referred to 

differently by many authors. Some see it as perfecting, or the full 

achievement of the goal. It can subsume controlling, reporting, and 

evaluating. Some authors use directing in this sense, but it is only a 

process toward goal achievement, and is effective only if sufficient 

motivation is established within the organization to achieve the goal. 

Controlling, or reporting and budgeting, terms used by Gulick and 

Urwick (1937), and appraising, or evaluation, are basic to the concept, 

administration. Evaluation may be performed in a formal manner or in an 

informal manner. The administrator is responsible for determining how 

well the objectives have been met and if performance standards are 

satisfactory. 

Appraisal takes place as a final sequence, and after planning 

and organizing have occurred. The result may be a modification of plans 

and organizational or resource changes. 

Control, as a sub-process within action, is considered as the 

means of determining that goals are achieved. It is the function of 

accomplishing objectives and prevents substandard performance. According 

to predetermined standards, the control concept measures input and output 

within an organization. It also aids in developing adjustments so the 

system can produce according to previous plans. The administrator, being 

responsible for the effectiveness of the enterprise, must determine the 

status of operations and be able to detect problems leading to difficul

ties. 
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This model also includes the term product within the action 

category within administration. Its generic facet, application, is 

used in a broader sense than the cited authors' use of evaluating and ap

praising. It is closer to Fayol's controlling, in that the idea of per

formance is the review point of the administrative process. The process 

of performing, or action, is derived from the facet, application. This 

is the operational phase of institutional or public administration, after 

the goals are set, the planning done, the decisions made and 

communicated, and the resources, men, money, materials, and facilities 

are organized, in place, and functioning. Evaluation is a constant part 

of this function. Control refers to financial management and review of 

operations and their product, however measured. 

However, budgeting is placed in this model under planning as a 

tool of preparation rather than review and evaluation, although the 

budget may be used for this purpose. 

The term, reporting, (Gulick and Urwick 1957), is a means of 

review, relating to the supervisor or administrator what is happening in 

the organization. It is a process of communication. In this model, 

reporting would be included in the category action only where the report, 

rather than the number of units produced, is a goal of the organization. 

The idea of directing, contained in the generic category balancing values, 

is not included in action. However, Tead's reference to directing as 

overseeing, "to oversee the carrying forward of the activities as dele

gated (Tead 1951, p. 105)," is part of an operational function. 
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For instance, to be able to assess teaching results objectively, 

knowledge of each of the educational operations is necessary. Control

ling is a form of evaluating included in the category, action. This 

would include gathering information on inputs, processes, and environment. 

A control unit appraises data and sends it to a corrections-activating 

unit which stimulates corrective action. This sub-process of information, 

measurement, feedback, and correction evaluates the results of action. 

Summary 

As a result of applying the six generic facets of the new 

Septimal Classification System to administration, a new construct of 

administration is formulated (Fig. 5). This construct shows the overall 

process of administration to consist of six major sub-categories. These 

are: 1) Goal Setting, 2) Planning, 3) Balancing Values, 4) Communicating, 

5) Structuring Resources, and 6) Action (Product and Evaluation). 

In Table 6, these sub-groups are presented as categories in a 

classification system. They are used to categorize some of the major 

emphases by authors on the subject of administration. 

In his study of educational administration as a social process, 

Getzels (1968) examined various conceptual schemes to develop adminis

trative theory. The authors,identified by Getzels,who published full-

length books were examined. A selection was made of those authors who 

proposed a scheme for integration of the separate functions of adminis

tration into a composite whole. The authors selected are shown in Table 

6. The table shows their terms grouped within the categories of the 

administrative process derived from the six generic facets of the 
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Table 6. Facets Comprising Elements of Administration by Authors in 
the Field. 

Facet Author Date 

1. Goal Setting 

Early Policy Follett 1942 

Perpetuation Bakke 1966 

Identification Bakke 1966 

Continuing Process Follett 1942 

Social Action, Goal Directed Parsons 1967 

Previous Experience Getzels-Guba 1968 

Social Behavior Getzels-Guba 1968 

2. Planning 

Forecasting Fayol 1949 

Planning Fayol 1949 

Planning Gulick 1937 

Planning Koontz and 
0'Donnell 

1968 

3. Balancing Values 

a. Decision Making 

Conmiand Fayol 1949 

Leadership Lewin 1948 

Leadership Lippitt 1949 

Make Correct Decisions Simon 1957 

Authority Bakke 1966 

Directing Gulick 1937 

Generalize from Experience Parsons 1967 

Direction and Leadership Koontz and 
0'Donnell 

1968 



Table 6, Continued. 

Facet Author Date 

Motivating 

Cooperation 

Self-Respect 

Personal Satisfaction 

Reward and Penalty 

Actualization, Individual 

Strive for Self 

Compromise from Interactions 

Share Value Standards 

Motivation 

Active Search for Meaning 

Satisfactory Personal 
Adjustment 

Status 

Barnard 1938 

Barnard 1938 

Barnard 1938 

Bakke 1966 

Argyris 1957 

Argyris 1957 

Parsons 1967 

Parsons 1967 

Getzels-Guba 1968 

Getzels-Guba 1968 

Getzels-Guba 1968 

Pfiffner and 1968 
Presthus 

4. Communicating 

Coordinate 

Coordinate 

Coordinate 

Coordination 

Relationships 

Human Collaboration 

Communication 

Workflow 

Communication 

Co-optation 

Relationships 

Fayol 

Gulick 

Parsons 

Fayol 

Follett 

Mayo 

Barnard 

Bakke 

Bakke 

Selznick 

Follett 

1949 

1937 

1967 

1949 

1942 

1946 

1938 

1966 

1966 

1949 

1942 
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Table 6, Continued. 

Facet Author Date 

5. Structuring Resources 

Organize Fayol 1949 

Organize Gulick 1937 

Formal, Informal Organization Barnard 1938 

Organization Argyris 1973 

Perfect Integration Parsons 1967 

Organization Parsons 1967 

Perceiving Relevant Relationships Getzels-Guba 1968 

Hierarchy Pfiffner and 
Presthus 

1968 

Staffing Gulick 1937 

Systems from Patterns Parsons 1967 

Organization and Staffing Koontz and 
O'Donnell 

1968 

6. Action 

Control Fayol 1949 

Effectiveness Barnard 1938 

Efficiency Barnard 1938 

Ability to Perform Simon 1957 

Evaluation Bakke 1966 

Capacity Getzels-Guba 1968 

Feedback Getzels-Guba 1968 

Control Koontz and 
O'Donnell 

1968 



structural model. This categorization (Fig. 4) also shows that there 

are second level groupings needed for the broad category Balancing 

Values, which places decision making in a lower sub-category and in

cludes many of the aspects of the terms, command, directing, leadership, 

etc. from various authors. While their concepts are not identical, the 

more general field, decision making, relates meaningfully to each of 

these terms. 

In a similar manner, organization is subsumed in the general 

category structuring resources. At a lower level of categorization, 

organizing will become a separate sub-category for classifying current 

ideas which stress organizational theory in the administrative process. 



CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATION OF THE SEPTIMAL 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

TO ADMINISTRATION 

Having defined the homogeneous field of administration as a 

special subject for classification, the first step is to analyze it into 

facets. This can be achieved by a detailed examination of the literature 

of the field to be classified. This study considered major authors in 

the field from recognized texts and textbooks in which the general struc

ture of administration is apparent. Glossaries aided in the formulation 

of categories by means of definition with respect to their generic or 

main class. The examination of specific subjects, e.g. in the journals 

of the field, furnished more detailed structure of the subject (Vickrey 

1970). 

Facet analysis is a conceptual analysis of subject matter. 

Basing it on the literature in the subject field ensures that the charac

teristics of the divisions isolated are those which actually represent 

the literature. They are significant in the study and practice of the 

subject. The theoretically unlimited number of characteristics by which 

administration could be divided is restricted to those which reflect a 

consensus of major authors and correspond to the generic categories 

studied. However, a list of generic categories, or facets, should not be 

imposed upon the subject, but may become a student's guide in approaching 
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a new field. It aids as an outline framework which fits a consensus of 

the field. These general categories can suggest likely characteristics 

but may not exhaust the field, and not be necessarily applicable to all 

subjects. An example to illustrate categories Shera used in another 

classification of generic entities follows: 1) agent, 2) act, 3) tools, 

4) object of action, 5) time, 6) space, and 7) product (Montgomery 1968). 

The order in which facets are combined in the proposed system 

in building up a compound subject heading is of consequence in under

standing the field. The combination order determines the sequence of 

terms which describe the administrative process. This sequence and the 

index entries derived from it should be readily understandable by the 

user. The sequence in the dynamic field of administration is evident as 

the facets in the Septimal Classification System proceed from goal deter

mining, to planning, to balancing values in leadership and motivation, 

to communicating, then to the structuring of resources, followed by 

action or the achievement of goals, which includes the review of the 

results and the process itself. Administration, as it is conceptualized 

by previous authors, and including major subject titles of the Dewey 

Decimal Classification, can be categorized in six divisions using the 

structural model (Fig. 5). Together, these form a comprehensive approach 

to this concept, as the six main functions of the process through which 

administration accomplishes the goals of the organization or institution 

with which it is identified. 

An explanation of how to use a facet or generic category to 

determine categories and sub-divisions of the concept, administration. 
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was given in Chapter 4. This Chapter applies the proposed Septimal 

system for classification by assigning content terms and notations to 

the categories. The generic facets are applied to a general concept in 

the same sequence that they were presented; 1) permanence, 2) change, 

3) value, 4) interrelationships, 5) structure, and 6) application (Fig. 3). 

They were used to view knowledge, as Dewey did, and make a new set of six 

main classes for a classification system (Table 2). They are then pro

jected on the general field. Social Sciences, in which administration 

(and not public administration) is shown to be a major category, along 

with education, and four others. The result is shown in Table 7. The 

same facets are then projected on administration and education. Since 

Social Science was the notation 200 (in the Septimal system), the notation 

for administration becomes 250, and that of education, 240. With another 

projection of the generic facets, educational institutions and resources 

become the "structure" division of education, with a notation of 245, 

parallel to structuring resources in administration, which has the nota

tion of 255. Table 7 shows these notations. 

Using the categories found for administration from these pro

jections and the resultant categories, it was seen from a review of the 

literature of administration that its terms could be placed in these 

categories, as in Table 6. If a term or book is determined by a classi

fier to pertain principally to planning (in general), its notation would 

fall in the category under notation 252; if it is determined to pertain 

principally to planning education or its programs, it would fall under 

notation 242, educational programming. The exact nomenclature of the 



Table 7. New Classification Schedule: Social Sciences. 
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Main Divisions 

200 "Social Sciences 

210 Sociology 

220 Political Science 

230 Economics 

240 Education 

250 Administration 

260 Law 

Sub-Headings 

240 Education 250 Administration 

241 History and Philosophy 
of, (Aims) 

251 Goal Setting 

242 Educational Programming 252 Planning 

243 Social and Cultural 
Aspects of, 

253 Balancing Values 
(Decision Making 
Motivating) 

244 Educational Methods 254 Communicating 

245 Educational Institutions 
and Resources 

255 Structuring Resources 

246 Educational Practice 
and Accountability 

256 Action, (Product and 
Evaluation) 
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notations under education, from notations 241 to 246 inclusive, should 

be decided by a classification board, after a review of the literature 

of education, and a consensus formed of these titles to properly name 

the categories within the field of education. 

To search several major fields, such as administration, law and 

education, for those terms or books which relate to the facet, change 

for instance, the notations 242, 252, and 262 would yield information 

(as books or terms) which would cover those aspects of the field viewed 

from the changing aspects of it. 

The application of the Septimal system to a joint subject such 

as educational administration is shown in Figure 6 as a construct of all 

the categories which pertain to this joint subject. This combination 

of categories forms a conceptual framework for the discipline, educa

tional administration, from use of the structural model of the proposed 

system of classification. 

The structure effected from the seven-circle pattern could be 

construed as a converse approach to an agglomerative cluster technique. 

To be a member of the cluster around administration or education, all of 

its six categories must form a complete linkage through its central term, 

which retains general and unclassified knowledge or books (in libraries). 

Each of the authorities on administration and education has 

formed his concepts derived from study and experience related to the sub

ject field. He divided his perceptions into categories which he has 

named and defined, and for which he has some way of recognition that he 

can explain to others. Whether he uses the word planning or programming 
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History and 
Philosophy 

(Aims) 

246 

Practice 
and 

.Accountability 

242 

Educationol 
Programs 

240 

Education 

245 

Institutions 
and 

Resources 

Social 
and Cultural 
Aspects of 
Educotion 

Educational 
Methods 

255 

256 

Action 
(Product and 
Evaluation) 251 

Structuring 
Resources 250 

Goal Setting 

254 
Administration 

252 

Communicating 
253 

Balancing 
Values 

(Decision
making, 

Motivating) 

Planning 

Figure 6. Construct of Educational Administration. 



in the same sense as another author uses it, is important only to the 

ease of communicating his division of the central concept to others. 

He may have found it previously used or invented it. Once used and 

accepted by the community of scholars of administration or education, 

these terms become part of a language which divides that subject field 

into smaller parts for study. 

The variations of the same terms for these divisions as found in 

the DDC have resulted in confusion. They do not permit the formation of 

a language in which a sub-division of administration, such as planning, 

can be readily used as a concept. 

The model in this study provides a categorization using six 

generic attributes to divide subject terms. These divisions have been 

used as a classifying tool in constructing these concepts visually to 

facilitate their understanding. Once the tool is mastered, it can pos-

sibily be used as a model to understand other concepts. This model 

results in a classification system which can be applied to ideas arising 

in the subject field. 

Some of the advantages of categorizing and using a model to 

understand a concept through the classification of ideas might be; 

1) its repetition simplifies the complexity of input-output relations 

outside the field, but to which it may relate; 2) "forcing" a classifi

cation into the pattern of the model acts to further identify it and 

place it in one of six classes; 3) repeated use of the model (as adapted 

by the user) reduces the necessity for constant relearning of relation

ships; 4) use of the model as an instrument for understanding a concept 



allows a kaleiodoscope viewing or reconsideration of new material 

presented on that concept, i.e., administration; 5) after a new idea is 

processed into the generic category of the model and applied to adminis

tration, new linkages to other types of concepts, such as education or 

government, can be determined; 6) the model is impersonal as a structure, 

allowing for ethnic or prejudicial views to be assigned to certain cate

gorical attributes, which can be discussed objectively. This allows 

negotiation rather than chaos or conflict as a means of resolving whole 

concepts. As future events occur, refinements of generic attributes 

through the integration of differences would take place in a structure 

(Bruner, Goodman, and Austin 1956). 

That this model has limited applicability, to completely convey 

the concept in question, can be understood from the form of the struc

tural pattern on which it is based. Between the circles are blank spaces 

as curved triangles to which no categorical import is assigned. This 

could be conceived as the "unknown" concerning the whole concept. 

As the student of administration or other subject concept begins 

to learn a new subject, he starts with a vocabulary and develops a lang

uage of technical words. He then tries to outline or develop a map to 

lead him through the mire of elements presented as part of his study. He 

can adopt an MBO (Management by Objectives) model for decision making, 

or a human relations approach to leadership. This structural model as 

applied to the concept administration in this study offers a classifica

tion system to follow, distinct from the norm of following the Dewey 

Decimal System (or Library of Congress Classification System) through 



the library. The authors of the many texts on administration follow the 

same general process in the outline of their books. Many teachers follow 

one author's structure, teaching from the book or changing its sequence 

and development according to their view of the subject field. Many of 

these could be related to the divisions and sequence of the seven-circle 

model presented here (Fig. 5). 

The model user can change the sequence and development of 

administration as his subject field to design a classification system 

which he finds most effective for his purpose. A comparison of this 

model as a new classification system for the elements and ideas found in 

the subject administration, with a similar assembly of ideas in the DDC, 

should demonstrate its efficiency in providing a useful map to the 

student of administration in understanding this subject field. 

This application of the proposed classification system assimi

lates the ideas of a number of selected authors in the field. It offers 

one way of examining the general field of administration and uniting it 

with adjoining fields in education, health, or gevernment, as educational 

administration, health administration, and public administration. The 

Septimal classification system is tested in the follovjing chapter by a 

comparison of its applicability, in classifying subjects in administra

tion, with that of the DDC. 



CHAPTER 6 

COMPARISON OF TWO 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

Classification for the User 

In the subject fields of direct interest to the user, the 

Relative Index of the Dewey Decimal Classification System (Appendix B, 

Tables Bl, B2, B3) can serve as a guide to research on the retrieval of 

information. Table Bl demonstrates the intricacies of finding informa

tion on Administration, Administrative and Administrators, as subject 

sub-divisions. Table B2 is an index to both education and educational 

administration, and Table B3 refers to management, managerial and 

managers for its subject headings. 

If only the nearest ten numbers are used for designated areas, 

the notations used by the DDC would send the researcher to six notation 

locations for administration subjects, to twelve for education, and to 

nine for management. Tracing a subject through several libraries or 

stacks, and to the precise area of interest, derived from studies in the 

field, is a lengthy and time-consuming process. This reflects the 

problem of hierarchical structure in the DDC noted in review of the 

literature. 

From a complete review of the Relative Index of the DDC, a 

schedule of subjects has been selected which may occur in the study of 
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educational administration-(Appendix C). Selection is based upon reading 

in the field; similar selection for major subject areas is now available 

using a computer data processing method. This method of compiling and 

relating data into meaningful relationships has reduced the retrieval 

difficulties for content material; however, the problem of the apprehen

sion and understanding of its relationships within the total administra

tive process remains to be solved. Because of the usual permanency of 

the original choice, extreme care must be exercised in choosing a class

ification system. 

The final practical efficiency of any classification rests on 

the value of the systematic order which it offers (Sayers 1967). Bliss 

(1939) has contributed to the study of this subject. His idea concern

ing educational and scientific consensus is important here. He sets 

forth that a book classification should group material effectively for 

the user, according to the established needs of the subject field. This 

grouping is obtained from notations. The notation should be simple and 

avoid unfamiliar and confusing seirvices. In the DDC, a long notation, 

such as 658.1513 for financial management under the term, performance, 

is cumbersome. Bliss does not agree about achieving exact classifica

tion if notation becomes very long. He believes that an alphabetical 

index is no substitute for a scholarly and well-organized classification. 

Distributed aspects of any subject must be revealed in an index. 

The distinctive ideas of Ranganathan (1950) revolutionized the 

approach to classification. These ideas include: the emphasis on the 

fact that an effective classification must only enumerate basic parts of 
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concepts which the individual classifier will piece together as required, 

after analyzing the subject of a book into its component parts; subjects 

from more than one department of knowledge are to be classified after 

analysis in primary and secondary phases; the symbols of a classmark 

which stand for an entity should be the same in every part of the scheme 

where that entity is represented and thus be a mnemonic notation. 

A recent tendency of college libraries is to adopt the Library 

of Congress Classification (LCC) in preference to the Dewey Decimal 

Classification (DDC). The dominance of Dewey's system is clearly evident. 

Because it originated earlier, neither its prevalence nor the enthusi

astic swing to LCC should lead one to infer the superiority of one system 

over the other. Neither scheme is perfect nor will it ever be. Both 

provide relative book-to-book location (Bronson Price 1971). 

Subject matter falling within the title, necessarily included in 

the study may not be found in the same decimal-ten grouping. Example: 

Project management is found at 658.404. Likewise, Productivity is found 

in the DDC under 350 Public administration, although it pertains to 

educational and other types of administration. 

In the Dewey Decimal Classification System, administration is 

entered as a subject through 350 Public administration. Numbers 350.001 

through 350.009 consolidate subject entries for Public administration as 

it concerns "The Executive". The subjects in general form are as 

follows: 

350.001 Bureaucracy 

.002 Separation of Powers 



.003 Types of Chief Executive 

.004 Executive departments and ministries of cabinet rank 

.005 Cabinet, cabinet systems, councils of state 

.007 Conflict of interest 

.009 Special commissions, corporations, agencies, quasi-

administrative bodies 

Government service at 350.1-350.3, includes: 

350.1 Personnel management 

350.101 Personnel planning and policy 

350.47 Motivation 

350.8 Other administrative activities 

Police Organization and Management is found at 350.74 and also 

at 352.2. Under a sub-division for Military Art and Science at 355, 

Central administration appears at 355.6. It is evident that no single 

number relates to a definite aspect of administration as it is 

addressed by authors in the field. Various facets are represented by 

numbers to the right of the decimal, but there is no coherent pattern 

or replication of the sub-titles they represent. 

A review of Education found at 370 indicates that Educational 

administration is at 371.2, a sub-division under School at 371. A 

reference note there refers back to 371.2001-371.2009 for standard sub

divisions of management activities related to function. Planning is not 

included there but appears at 371.207. This shows that there are nine 

numbers, 371.2001-2009, available for the functions related to manage

ment activities under Educational Administration. 



Further review of Education shows 371.331 for Administration 

under a group of subjects entitled Specific teaching aids, materials, 

devices. Organization and administration for elementary schools is at 

372.11-18. The same subjects for secondary education are at 373.11-15, 

and for institutions of higher education, at 378.1001-1008, for standard 

sub-divisions. Administrative personnel of higher educational institu

tions appears at 378.11. 

Library administration is found at 025.1 (this excepts maintenance 

of the physical plant from the subject). Behavioral patterns in educa

tional institutions are found at 301.56. 

General management (General Administration) is found at 658. 

The principles of management are found at 658.4 and are stated as: 

Principles: planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, reporting, 

cummunication. The ten major sub-divisions are: 

658.401 Planning and policy making 

.402 Internal organization 

.403 Decision making 

.404 Project management 

.405 

.406 Managing change 

.407 Management of executive personnel 

.408 Social responsibility of management 

.409 Managerial success 

Communication is found at 658.45. 
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Originally, DDC could claim simplicity of notation, and recall of 

subject-notation of 4 or 5 digits was easy. However, as more information 

yields more subjects, DDC has increased the length of notations so that 

the notation system becomes complex. For example, a notation for leader

ship under Sociology is 301.1553; for management use under Systems is 

338.476 241; for financial management under Performance is 658.151 3. 

DDC is being changed each year and can meet the problems which 

occur in it. However, the basic analysis of knowledge in certain subject 

areas, e.g., administration, may need to be changed in order that both 

the subject matter and the notation are hierarchical. A search of the 

DDC to find subject matter using its hierarchical notation system produced 

a list of catalog notations related to educational administration 

(Appendix B, Table B2). 

The subject field, administration, has been researched among 

authors concerned with administrative theory, to determine what their 

major elements of the subject field are (Tables 1 and 6). Following, 

are some of the elemental divisions of this subject: 1) goal setting; 

2) mission determining; 3) forecasting; 4) planning; 5) organization; 

6) leadership; 7) communication; 8) assembling resources; 9) evaluation. 

The list of major topics from the literature in the field shows a marked 

difference to that used in the Relative Index of the DDC (Dewey 1971). 

The most similar categories are those of General Management at 658. 

The newest edition of the DDC (18th edition) has a subject heading for 

managerial sciences; however, the separation of educational, hospital and 

public administration remains in its notation system. 
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From the above, it can be demonstrated that the DDC provides 

adequate book-to-book location, offers a catalog system for books (the 

Relative Index), and continues revision to adapt to new subject matter. 

The 18th Edition does include a new subject classification for managerial 

sciences which subsumes some of the major elements of administration 

noted from authors in the field, but these sub-groupings are not reflect

ed in other types of administration. 

Using Arabic numerical notation in the DDC provides easily 

remembered categories until these are increased beyond six digits. The 

limitation imposed by the Septimal classification system will create 

more levels but allow a simpler and more mnemonic grouping. 

No comparison can be made of the economy of notation cards 

between the two systems since they have not been developed from the new 

Septimal system. However, the current availability and cross-reference 

furnished by the Library of Congress cards for new libraries, would pro

vide existing systems with greater economy. 

The advantages of facet analysis as a basis for classifying in 

the new Septimal system, is expressed earlier in this chapter. Use of 

generic categories which tend to unify the entire process of administra

tion do place related subject matter together in an interrelated struc

ture. This provides a "map" to other inclusive subjects at different 

levels of categorization. Since the same generic categories are re

applied at each level, there is greater ease and economy of recall of 

the relationship of the various ideas presented in the subject concept. 
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The common Identity of the categories of administration as 

provided at each level of categorization within the Septimal system of 

classification, is not provided by the DDC for these subjects (Appendices 

B and C). The DDC, until the 18th Edition, and even in that, integrates 

multi-disciplinary categories and assembles ideas on administration to 

only a limited degree. In review, educational administration falls in 

notational sub-class 371, public administration is 350, and general 

management is 658 (Appendix C). There appears to be no logical path to 

find administration subjects, although there are referral instructions to 

be found in some related subject categories. However, the same facet 

characteristics are not repeated at each level of categorization. This 

requires referral back to the Relative Index to find related subject 

matter. 

Although the names for subjects in the DDC contain the literature 

in the field, they do not follow the major categories elaborated by 

authors of administration. On the contrary, the Septimal system uses 

generic facets that include any newly emphasized category such as leader

ship, at some level that relates it to other categories of the same level. 

In this sense, it follows the literature in the field, while limiting 

the categories to which a subject may be assigned to a particular level 

of categorization. In both classification systems, a generic category is 

placed at a higher level than a specific one. However, the DDC has used 

terms such as communication at 651.7, related to information, and at 

658.45, related to general administration, a higher level which renders 

its hierarchical relationship vague to the user. 
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Established DDC library classification for the subject-matter 

pertaining to administration in inadequate. Its original purpose, to 

organize books for shelf location, was practical. It was not based on 

a study of the subject matter of many subjects, including administration. 

Its main divisions were arbitrary, and its major subordinations must 

follow a cut-off of 9 divisions to correspond to its decimal notation 

system. There is inadequate provision for the multiplicity of new sub

jects and new interdisciplinary areas of study and practice. Over the 

years of development, as shown in the foregoing, DDC has not consistently 

collocated subjects that are closely related in study and research 

(Bliss 1939). 

In its organization of knowledge in libraries, DDC has strived 

for scientific and educational consensus. This leads to relative 

stability with a tendency to become more rigid as theory and system have 

become more defined and established. However, as detail has increased, 

and new ideas have extended subjects, DDC has not been able to keep up 

without sacrificing simplicity of notation. This has led to many diverse 

paths to find subjects within a developing subject field, such as 

administration. 

The Septimal Classification System uses six facets in place of 

Ranganathan's five. Its purpose in this study is to classify subject 

matter of the field of administration. The purpose can possibly be ex

panded to cover other fields. The wide application is shown in a com

parison of its main classes with those of the DDC which also endeavors 

to cover all knowledge. 
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The Septimal System of classification demonstrates ease in 

bringing together subjects of administration which form part of a total 

process. The completion of the administrative process leads to action; 

and recognition of the steps of the process would simplify notation of 

terms through their repetition. 

The system provides definite classes as does the DDC, but facet 

analysis is necessary to more accurately classify a concept, e.g., admin

istration; in that way, the relationships of similarity and difference 

can be related to adopted generic categories. It is not an easy tool, 

but does provide an instrument for further thinking on the subject field 

and its categories, possibly leading to new.hypotheses. 

At this initial stage of development of the proposed classifica

tion system, any comparison using multiple criteria of classification 

systems, is subjective and inconclusive. However, the comparison has 

been made in tems of the necessary criteria desirable in an adequate 

classification system. Table 8 presents the results of the comparison 

of the two systems which have been presented in this chapter. 

The purpose of this comparison as a test of the Septimal 

Classification system is to determine the applicability of the structural 

model to the concept, administration, so that it will accommodate known 

and future ideas of this subject. The comparison, while inconclusive, 

shows that, for specific criteria in judging classification systems, the 

Septimal Classification system performs for idea classification better 

than the DDC. For book classification, certain criteria are not met in 

the proposed system presented in this study. 



Table 8. Comparison of Two Classification Systems. 

CRITERIA DEWEY DECIMAL SEPTIMAL 
SYSTEM SYSTEM 

Yes No Ltd.* Yes No Ltd.* 

For book classification 

Provides relative book to 
book location X X 

Offers a catalog system 
for books X X 

Capability of automation X X 

Schedule for revision X X 

Economy of notation cards X X 

Steps to retrieve adminis
tration subjects** 

Use Arabic numerical 
notation X X 

For idea classification 

Places related subject 
matter together X X 

Economy of recall, 
mnemonic X X 

Common identity of adminis
tration categories X X 

Integrates multi-disciplinary 
categories X X 

Follows logical path for 
administration subj ects X X 

Assembles ideas on 
administration X X 

, 
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Table 8, Continued. 

CRITERIA DEWEY DECIMAL SEPTIMAL 
SYSTEM SYSTEM 

Yes No Ltd.* Yes No Ltd.* 

Provides main subjects 
based on a division of 
knowledge X X 

Structure allows new 
information to be added X X 

Divisions based on 
philosophic design** X X 

Has hierarchical subject 
relationships X X 

Facets are in order of 
increasing complexity X X 

Facets for subjects 
follow literature in 
the field X X 

Facet characteristics 
repeated at lower levels X X 

Placement of generic 
before'specific X X 

Uses an order of process 
or evolution X X 

* Limited 
** Principally for main classes 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Stmnnary 

The problem of this inquiry was to determine whether a speci

fic structural form could be applied in a proposed system for classify

ing ideas in administration. The system might significantly simplify 

the approach to the study of a dynamic and complex subject. 

The study's limitations were two fold: 1) only one set of 

six generic categories was used, and 2) the Septimal system of classi

fication was only applied to the concept, administration. It was 

assumed that if this system were effective, it would work for this one 

concept, providing new relationships within the field of educational 

administration and organizing other knowledge in a more simplified way. 

The review of the literature became a major part of the method

ology of the study. The structural approaches to classification and 

major classification systems were reviewed to provide the background 

material to develop a Septimal Classification system. The advantages 

and limitations of this classification system as compared with the DDC 

were the product of this review. The purpose of classification and 

certain criteria from the literature for comparing classification were 

summarized. 
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The application of the proposed Septimal Classification system 

and the Dewey Decimal Classification System to the field of administra

tion, required research of its subject categories. The literature on 

theories of administration yielded a mixture of subject groups to which 

authors assigned varying degrees of emphasis and importance. Many 

authors reflected the need for a total concept of administration. Simon 

(1957) and others have used a six-part division of the first order ab

stractions or groups comprising administration. Newman (1950) described 

administration as a process. 

The methodology adopted included the presentation of the DDC and 

the Septimal Classification System and a review of other classification 

systems. The description of the proposed system set forth six general 

rules for its design. An example of its application to the Social 

Sciences showed major categories and notation numbers which provided 

for book as well as idea classification for comparison with the DDC. 

Similar models by other researchers were described as they had been re

lated to the field, administration. 

Criteria were established as a basis for comparison of classifi

cation systems. This comparison was made as a test to prove applicability 

of a structural (seven-circle) model in a classification of the field, 

administration (Fig. 2). 

A new construct of administration using the seven-circle model 

was described based upon the application of generic categories of the 

model to the concept, administration (Fig. 2); it was explained as a 

process toward the accomplishment of goals. After terms from 
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administration were categorized applying this construct, the elements of 

the field, as viewed by authors in the literature, were related to each 

category of the construct. A table was presented showing their assign

ment to each category (Table 6). 

An analysis of the individual categories or facets interrelates 

each major concept of administration to show how the Septimal Classifica

tion system would classify subject matter in the field. A comparison is 

made with the DDC, reviewing its difficulties in classifying complex and 

dynamic fields. 

The result of the comparison between the two systems is not 

conclusive as to their relative merits. However, the Septimal Classifi

cation system, from its ability to unify ideas in the field, is considered 

to meet the test of determining the applicability of the seven-circle 

structural model and its generic categories for classification. In this 

sense, the problem as stated, has been resolved affirmatively. 

Conclusions 

1. The proposed classification system explained in this study 

provides a means of classifying the terms used most frequently by authors 

to describe the concept, administration into six major categories. The 

system may be applicable to educational administration, which contains 

the goals of both subject fields, education and administration (Fig. 6). 

The user will require familiarity and practice with the mode of classify

ing, using generic attributes which force ideas into a six-part structure 

at each level. However, there are a number of examples of administration 

in six-part divisions by authors cited in the literature. 
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2. This study necessarily investigated several fields; little 

information was available in the literature that pertained to the use 

of the specific pattern (seven-circle) as a structural model. At each 

step of the study more explanation was needed since few authors used a 

structural or a limited categorical approach in determining major sub

groups within their field. Logical, chronological and systematic ap

proaches may have been simpler to develop; however, the use of a struc

tural model may have significance in other subject fields. 

3. A comparison of the proposed classification system with the 

DDC was inconclusive. To develop a complete new classification system, 

even with a Septimal model, would be a life-time work and requires 

research beyond the scope of this study. 

4. From the narrative discussion and possibilities of categor

ical analysis within the field, administration, new relationships of 

ideas have been developed. If any new hypotheses are derived from these 

relationships, the purpose of the study is fulfilled. An application of 

the structural model, using this researcher's or other generic categories, 

could lead to multi-disciplinary categories interrelating the ideas of 

authors in several fields in a known structural mode. This would simplify 

a student's entry into a subject field, and remove some of the difficul

ties of library research within the DDC system. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that: 

1. A classification of library works in the Social Sciences be 

developed for Education and Administration (Table 8), using the six 
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general rules set forth in Chapter 4 for the Septimal Classification 

System. 

2. The six-part structural model be further developed as a 

classification model because of its potential for transformation and 

correlation of subject headings among other fields of study. 

3. A tangible learning device and technique be developed based 

on this structural model and the repetitive use of the six-part structure 

be studied to aid the blind in visualizing a "whole" concept using only 

six of its attributes. 



APPENDIX A 

CLASSIFICATION IN THE 
DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM 

Melvil Dewey's (1960) system of decimal classification was 

primarily a method to class, arrange, and index literary material in 

any form, similar to the index of a book. He used no reference marks 

except usual arithmetic values, aided by practical mnemonic devices. 

His purpose for classification was clear as he states: "Tho 

the importance of clasification was recognized the filosophic systems 

proposed wer so difficult fully to understand or apply, that not 1 per

son in 1000 cud use them practicaly. Decimal clasification simplicity 

and even more its Relative Index hav made this work 10-fold- eazier. 

(Dewey's spelling, DDC Catalog, p. 31.)." 

He claims: "Any subject clasification with a relative index 

in which the entry index is a book, in the ordinary way, and also index 

as shelvs, cards, clippings or any other literary mmterial, is a form 

of this sistem (DDC Catalog, para. 32.)." The classification of books 

was Dewey's purpose. 

Printed records appear in different forms and are classified 

by subject, the approach most used by researchers. Most libraries have 

adopted one or another of the established sets of published schedules. 

The most common classification system is the Dewey Decimal Classifica

tion, first published in the United States towards the end of the last 
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century and now in its eighteenth edition. It is the most widely used 

in libraries in this country. 

Basically, the DDC consists of a distribution of the nine 

major divisions of human knowledge, plus a generalia class, through a 

three-figure array of main classes, as shown in Table 3. The simpli

city of this method of subdivision, using arabic numerals, almost uni

versally understood, has made the Decimal Classification an important 

instrument in the documentation of recorded information at an inter

national level. 

Simple as the decimal notation is to memorize, additional 

mnemonic devices have been built into the scheme in the form of common 

subdivisions which are applicable throughout the schedules. A Relative 

Index provides the best means of entry into the system. While the 

primary function of classification is to bring like things together, 

some subjects, which in practice are studied together, are separated 

in the classification schedules of the DDC. This creates some diffi

culty in the research of subject matter such as administration which 

is now differentiated into many types and has notational members for 

new topics in many sub-classes (Appendix B, Table Bl). 
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Table Bl. Dewey Decimal Classification Relative Index: Administration. 
— Extract (Dewey 1971). 

Admini s tra t ion 
of justice 

law 
criminal 

s.a. Management 
Administrative 
areas of civic art 
assistants 
office management 

counties local pub. admin. 
courts 
law 

spec. jur. 
spec. sub. 

law 
spec. jur. 

personnel 
libraries 

s.a. spec, library 
activities e.g. 
Cataloging 

museums 
s.a. spec. museum 

activities e.g. Selection 
procedures 

office services 
schools 

universities & colleges 
s.a. other spec, levels 

of ed. 
s.a. other spec. 

organizations & 
activities 

procedure 
law 

spec. jur. 
regulations 
law 

spec. jur. 
• U.S. 

Federal 
state & local 

spec, subj. 

347 
345 

711.551 

651.371 
352.0073 

342.066 
342.3-.9 

law S.S.-0269 
342.06 
342.3-.9 

023.4 

069.63 

651.371 
371.201 
378.11 

342.066 
342.3-.9 

348.025 
348.3-.9 

348.7325 
348.74".79 

law s.s.-02636 
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Table Bl, Continued. 

Administrative (continued) 
revenue pub. finance 336.16 
rooms 
library bldgs. 022.6 
museum bldgs. 069.24 

secretaries 
office management 651.371 

services 
armed forces 355.341 

s.a. spec. mil. branches 
s.a. other spec, activities 

s.a. Managerial 
Administrators 
gen. wks. see Managers 
public see Public 

administrators 
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Table B2. Dewey Decimal Classification Relative Index: Education. 
— Extract (Dewey 1971). 

Education 
Biblical trmt. 
s.a. spec, parts of Bible 

curriculums 
depts. pub. admin. 
central govts. 
U.S. govts. 

federal 
states 

local govts. 
documentation 
ethical systems 
applications 

govt, control 
j ournalism 
law 
spec. jur. 

libraries 
misc. aspects see Special 

libraries 
library classification 
of employees 

personnel admin, 
gen. management 

executives 
pub. admin. 

s.a. spec, levels of 
govt. 

of veterans 
mil. sci. 

pub. admin, ethics see Public 
administration ethics 

rel. role in see Society 
soc. theology 

spec, subj. 
elementary 
other levels 

subject headings 
topics journalism 
other aspects see Disciplines 

(systems) 

370 
220.837 

375.37 
350.085 
351.085 

353.84 
353.9 
352.945 
029.937 
171.7 
172-179 
379 
070.44937 
344.07 
344.3".9 
026.37 

025.4637 

658.3124 
658.407124 
350.15 

355.1152 

372.3".8 
s.s.-07 

025.3337 
070.444 
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Educational 
administration 
functional 371.2 

higher ed. 378.1 
s.a. other spec, levels of 

ed. 
general 658.913.7 

areas 
civic art 711.57 

assistance 370.1965 
buildings 

air-conditioning 697.937 
architecture 727 
building 690.7 
care 647.99 
interior decoration 747.87 
lighting 

exterior 621.3229 
interior 621.3227 

exchanges 
gen wks. 
students 370.1962 
teachers 370.1963 

higher ed. 
students 378.35 

law 
international 341.76 7 
municipal 344.08 

spec. jur. 344.3-.9 
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Table B3. Dewey Decimal Classification Relative Index: Management. 
— Extract (Dewey 1971). 

Management 
pub. admin. 
armed forces 

s.a. spec. mil. branches 
sociology 
spec, functional activities 

forests 
s.a. spec, trees 

s.a. other spec, kinds e.g. 
Education 

Management-contracts 

internet, management 
Managerial 
classes 

soc. theology 
Christan rel. 
s.a. other spec. rel. 

sociology 
sex behavior 

development 
pub. admin. 
s.a. spec, levels of govt, 

middle classes see Middle 
classes 

occupations 
labor econ. 

aged workers 
compensation 
employment conditions 
ind. relations 
spec, occupations 
unemployment 
women workers 

labor laws see Labor law 
sciences 

curriculums 
documentation 
j ournalism 
libraries 

misc. aspects see Special 

libraries 

658 
350 
355.6 

301 

634.928 

658.18 

291.17834447 
261.834447 

301.4447 
301.4174447 

350.153 

331.714 
331.39881658 
331.281658 
331.2041658 
331.041658 
331.761658 
331.13781658 
331.481658 

650 

375.65 
029.965 
070.44965 
026.65 
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Table B3, Continued. 

Managerial (continued) 
sciences (continued) 
library classification 025.465.5 
subject headings 025.3365 
other aspects see Technology 

services 650 
personnel 

biog. & work 650.092 
s.a. spec, kinds 

lit. & stage trmt see 
Persons 

s.a. pers.-65 
success 658.409 
s.a. Administrative 

Managers 
biog. & work 658.0092 

s.a. spec, activities e.g. 
Personnel management 

lit. & stage trmt see Persons 
s.a. pers.-658 



APPENDIX C 

SELECTIVE SCHEDULE OF SUBJECT HEADINGS 
AND NOTATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

Dewey Decimal Classification 
(Dewey 1971) 

000 Generalities 
001 Knowledge and its extension 
001.4 Methodology and research 
001.424 Operations research 
001.43 Research 
001.5 Information and Communication 
001.533 Self organizing systems 
003 Systems 
020 Library and information sciences 
025 Library operations 
025.4 Classification 
100 Philosophy and related disciplines 
112 Classification of knowledge 
120 Knowledge 
124 Teleology 
153 Intelligence, intellectual and conscious mental processes 
153.4 Cognition (knowledge) 
153.45 Value 
153.7 Perceptual processes 
170 Ethics 
172.2 Ethics of public office 

174 Professional and occupational ethics 
300 The social sciences 
301 Sociology 
301.5 Institutions 
301.56 Educational institutions 
350 Public administration 
350.0031 Types of chief executive 
350.1 Personnel management 
350.72 Financial administration 
362 Social pathology and its alleviation 
362.042 Social problems 

370 Education 
370.73 Institutions of higher education 
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370.76 Professional education of administrators 
370.78 Educational research 
371 The School 
371.2 Educational administration 
371.201 Nonteaching personnel 
371.207 Planning 
371.6 Physical plant 
371.62 Buildings 
378 Higher education 
378.1 Institutions of 
378.107 Planning 
378.122 Organization 
378.196 Physical Plant 
379 Education and the state 
379,12 Financial support by governmental level 
379.3 Relation of state to private education 
379.34 Supervision and control 
610 Medicine 
610.6 Organization and personnel 
610.65 Medical business organizations 
620 Engineering and allied operations 
620.7 Systems engineering 
623 Military engineering 
623.75 Health engineering 
629 Other branches of engineering 
629.042 Health and safety engineering 
650 Managerial services 
651.3 Office organization 
651.5 Records management 
651.518 Information management 
651.7 Communication 
651.8 Data processing 
658 General management (general administration) 
658.05 Data processing 
658.1 Organization and finance 
658.159 Financial administration in specific kinds of 

enterprises 
658.15932 Financial administration: welfare services (incl. 

educational institutions 
658.3 Personnel management 
658.312 Utilization of personnel: education 
658.314 Motivation (an element of personnel administration) 
658.4 Principles of management 
658.401 Planning and policy making 
658.402 Internal organization 

658.403 Decision making 
658.403.2 Systems analysis 
658.406 Managing change 
658.45 Communication 
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